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This dissertation contains two parts, a general introduction (Section 1) and
preprints of two research papers (Papers I-II) that have already been published as
well as one manuscript (Paper III). The introductory chapter is written in normal
dissertation style. Paper I is published in Phys. Rev. B 84, 195136, 2011. Paper II
is published in Phys. Rev. B 86, 075119, 2012. All articles are written in the style
(REVTEX4) of the American Physical Society.
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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the influence of random disorder and dissipation on
zero-temperature quantum phase transitions. Both phenomena can fundamentally
change the character of the phases of a quantum many-particle system and of the
transitions between them. If dissipation and disorder occur simultaneously in a system
undergoing a quantum phase transition, particularly strong effects can be expected.
In the first paper reproduced in this thesis, we study a single quantum rotor
coupled to a sub-Ohmic dissipative bath. We find that this system undergoes a quan-
tum phase transition from a delocalized phase to a localized phase as the dissipation
strength is increased. We determine the exact critical behavior of this transition; it
agrees with that of the corresponding long-range interacting classical model. There-
fore, the quantum-to-classical mapping is valid for the sub-Ohmic rotor model.
In the second paper, we investigate the influence of sub-Ohmic dissipation on
randomly diluted quantum Ising and rotor models. We find that the zero-temperature
quantum phase transition across the lattice percolation threshold separates an un-
usual super-paramagnetic cluster phase from an inhomogeneous ferromagnetic phase.
We determine the low-temperature thermodynamic behavior in both phases, and we
relate our results to the smeared transition scenario for disordered quantum phase
transitions.
In the last paper, the influence of Ohmic dissipation on the random transverse-
field Ising chain is studied by means of large-scale Monte-Carlo simulations. Our
simulations show that Ohmic dissipation destroys the infinite-randomness quantum
critical point of the dissipationless system. Instead, the quantum phase transition
between the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases is smeared, as predicted by a
recent strong-disorder renormalization group approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 PHASE TRANSITIONS
Phase transitions are qualitative changes of the properties of a thermodynam-
ical system as some external parameter (control parameter) varies. In classical phase
transitions, which take place at nonzero temperature, the phase transition is driven
by thermal fluctuations which cause the system to go from one energy configuration
to another. Figure 1.1 gives an example: Decreasing the temperature of a ferromag-
netic material takes it from the paramagnetic phase to the ferromagnetic phase at
the critical temperature Tc (the transition point). However, phase transitions can
also be reached by varying a non-thermal control parameter such as magnetic field,
pressure and chemical dilution at the absolute zero of temperature. These transi-
tions are driven by the so-called quantum fluctuations which, in principle, stem from
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. The kind of phase transitions that occur at zero
temperature when a non-thermal control parameter varies is called quantum phase
transition. Quantum phase transitions as well as classical transitions can be clas-
sified according to the continuity or discontinuity of the free energy derivatives as
either first-order and second-order transitions. In first-order phase transitions, a first
derivative of the free energy is discontinuous. These transitions are distinguished
by latent heat and phase coexistence on the phase boundary (as, for example, the
ice-to-water phase transition). On the other hand, second-order phase transitions
(also known as continuous phase transitions ) are distinguished by continuous first
derivatives of the free energy while higher derivatives show divergences at the transi-
tion point. Quantum phase transitions have attracted considerable attention in the
last two decades; they have become one of the most active research areas in both
theoretical and experimental condensed matter physics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
2Figure 1.1: Schematic of a ferromagnetic phase transition. If the temperature T is
larger than the Curie temperature Tc, the spontaneous magnetization m
vanishes. For T < Tc, the material has a nonzero m. Thus, Tc separates
the ferromagnetic (FM) and paramagnetic (PM) phases.
1.1.1. Order Parameter and Landau Theory . Modern theories of phase
transitions are mostly built on the so-called Landau theory [6, 7, 8, 9]. Landau
suggested that for a given phase transition the free energy FL (known as Landau
free energy) should fulfil two requirements: It has to be an analytic function of the
order parameter m and this function must obey the symmetries of the Hamiltonian of
the phase transition problem. The order parameter is a macroscopic thermodynamic
quantity that vanishes in the disordered phase and develops a non-zero value in the
ordered phase. For instance, for a ferromagnetic system undergoing a phase transition,
the order parameter is the average magnetization which has the value zero in the
paramagnetic phase and a non-zero value in the ferromagnetic phase, see figure 1.1.
Because Landau assumed that the free energy is an analytic function of the
order parameter, phase transitions can be explained by expanding the free energy FL
in a power series of the order parameter m as
FL(m) = F0 + rm
2 + vm3 + um4 +O(m5)− hm (1.1)
3where r, v, u are parameters that are independent of the order parameter m but
depend on all other degrees of freedom (such as temperature, pressure, etc.). h
is an external field. F0 denotes the nonsingular (back ground) contribution to the
free energy. According to Landau, the physical order parameter m is the one that
minimizes FL. If the system is invariant under the symmetry transformation (m →
−m), the coefficients of the odd powers of m must vanish.
Let us discuss FL(m) for zero external field h → 0: If r > 0, the minimum
of the free energy is located at m = 0 whereas if r < 0, the minimum free energy is
found at m 6= 0. Thus, we have a phase transition from m = 0 (disordered phase)
to m 6= 0 (ordered phase) at r = 0. In other words, r measures the distance to the
phase transition point.
If the cubic coefficient v 6= 0, the transition at r = 0 occurs discontinuously,
i.e., Landau theory describes a first-order phase transition. If v = 0 (as is often the
case by symmetry) the transition occurs continuously. The theory then describes
a second-order phase transition, and r = 0 is the critical point. In this case, the
order parameter vanishes as m = ±(−r/2u)1/2, when the critical point is approached
from the ordered phase (r < 0). Thus, Landau theory predicts the order parameter
singularity m ∼ |r|β at the critical point, where the critical exponent has the mean
field value β = 1/2. This is an example of the so-called super-universality of Landau
theory. The values of critical exponents predicted by Landau theory for all phase
transitions are identical to the usual mean-field values. The singularity of other
observables can be found analogously. The definitions of the commonly used critical
exponents and their mean-field values are given in table 1.1.
Table 1.2 gives the actual critical exponents of the Ising model for different
dimensions (d = 2, 3, 4). One can immediately notice that for d = 2 and d = 3, the
critical exponents deviate from the prediction of Landau theory in table 1.1 and agree
with it for d = 4. This suggests a breakdown of Landau theory for the Ising model
in d = 2 and 3. The reason for the failure of Landau theory to describe the critical
4Table 1.1: Critical exponents within (Landau) mean-field theory. The definitions
are: Specific heat c ∝ |r|−α, order parameter m ∝ (−r)β, susceptibility
χ ∝ |r|−γ, external field h ∝ |m|δsign(m), correlation function G(x) ∝
|x|−d+2−η, and correlation length ξ ∝ |r|−ν.
critical exponent α β γ δ η ν
quantity c m χ h G(x) ξ
mean-field value 0 1/2 1 3 0 1/2
behavior is that it does not include the fluctuations of the order parameter about its
average.
The effects of the fluctuations of the order parameter depends on the systems
dimensionality d and on the number of the order parameter components n, where the
fluctuations decreases with increasing d and n. This introduces two different critical
dimensions into the problem, the upper critical dimension d+c and the lower critical
dimension d−c .
For d larger than d+c , order parameter fluctuations about its average value are
unimportant which implies that Landau theory provides the correct description of
critical behavior. Below the lower critical dimension d−c , fluctuations are very strong,
therefore they completely destroy the long-range order and no phase transition is
observed. If d is between the upper and lower critical dimensions (d+c > d > d
−
c ), a
phase transition exists but the order parameter fluctuations are sufficiently strong to
Table 1.2: Critical exponents of (2-4)-dimensional Ising model.
critical exponent α β γ δ η ν
2-dimensional [10] 0 1/8 7/4 15 1/4 1
3-dimensional [11, 12] 0.104 0.325 1.2385 5.2 0.039 0.632
4-dimensional 0 1/2 1 3 0 1/2
5lead to a critical behavior different from Landau theory predictions. Thus, another
theory is needed that includes the fluctuations.
To include the fluctuations, one can generalize the Landau free energy to the





where φ(x) is a fluctuating position-dependent field whose average value equals the
order parameter, m = 〈φ(x)〉. The second term in equation (1.2) punishes spatial
order parameter variations. In a ferromagnet, this term corresponds to the domain
wall energy.
The partition function can be found by integrating over all possible fluctuations




1.1.2. The Scaling Hypothesis and Universality. The scaling theory of
critical points was put forward on a heuristic basis before it became analytically
derivable by means of the renormalization group theory [13, 14, 15]. It builds on the
idea of long-range correlations. To be precise, the correlation function of the order
parameter fluctuations G(x) = 〈φ(x)φ(0)〉 becomes long-ranged when the critical
point is approached from the disordered phase and the typical length scale (correlation
length ξ) diverges as the distance from the critical point r vanishes,
ξ ∼ r−ν . (1.4)
This suggests that the correlation length is the only relevant length scale in the system
at the critical point [16]. Therefore, the thermodynamic properties must be invariant
under a rescaling of all lengths by a positive length scale factor b while the external
6parameters are adjusted such that the correlation length retains its old value. Thus,
if all lengths are scaled by a factor b, the distance from criticality r and the field h
can be rescaled as rb = rb
yr and hb = hb
yh . This leads to a homogeneity relation for
the free energy density f = −(kBT/V ) ln (Z) that reads
f(r, h) = b−df(rbyr , hbyh). (1.5)
where yr and yh are critical exponents. Under the same transformation the correlation
length is rescaled as
ξ(r, h) = bξ(rbyr , hbyh). (1.6)
As the scaling factor b is arbitrary, we can choose it as b = r−1/yr . Using this in the
free energy (1.5) and correlation length (1.6) leads to the scaling forms









where F and A are scaling functions that depend on the combination hr−νyh only.
Setting the magnetic field to zero in (1.8) shows that the correlation length
diverges as
ξ ∼ |r|−1/yr ∼ |r|−ν, (1.9)
which implies that yr is the inverse correlation length exponent, yr = 1/ν.
Moreover, taking appropriate derivatives of f(r, h) gives analogous homogene-
ity relations for other thermodynamic quantities such as the magnetization






7At zero field h = 0, the magnetization can be written as m(r) ∼ r(d−yh)ν ∼ rβ where









δ giving Widom’s scaling relation δ = yh
d−yh
.
In addition, the magnetic susceptibility as a function of r and h can be derived
as






where χ(r, h = 0) ∼ r−(2yh−d)νX(0) ∼ r−γ gives the so-called Fisher’s scaling law
δ = (2yh− d)ν. Similarly, the specific heat is given by C(r) ∼ r
νd−2 ∼ r−α leading to
Josephson’s scaling relation α = 2− νd.
Scaling theory thus shows that the critical exponents are not all independent
from each other. Rather they are related by the scaling laws which can be summarized
as
δ − 1 =
δ
β
, Widom′s Identity (1.12)
2β − γ + α = 2, Rushbook′s Identity (1.13)
ν(2 − η) = γ, Fisher′s Identity (1.14)
2− α = dν. Josephson′s Identity (1.15)
The last relation (also known as hyperscaling relation) contains a dependence on the
dimensionality d. It is only valid below the upper critical dimension d+c . For d > d
+
c ,
the critical behavior is governed by the mean field theory, and therefore the critical
exponents are independent of the dimensionality.
The critical exponents display a remarkable phenomenon: they are the same
for entire classes of phase transitions occurring in different physical systems. This
phenomenon is called the universality and the corresponding classes of systems are
called the universality classes. These classes are determined only by symmetries of
8the Hamiltonian and the spatial dimensionality of the system. The universality phe-
nomenon can be understood near the critical point because the correlation length
diverges. The system thus effectively averages over large volumes such that the mi-
croscopic details become unimportant.
1.1.3. Quantum Phase Transition. Quantum phase transitions are zero-
temperature phase transitions that can be reached by varying an external non-thermal
parameter such as magnetic field, pressure or chemical composition. This class of
phase transition was first investigated by Hertz [17] in 1976. He started from the
dependence of the critical temperature Tc of a given phase transition on the non-
thermal parameters mentioned above. In some systems, the critical temperature can
be suppressed without limit leading to Tc = 0 as is shown in the schematic phase
diagram in figure 1.2.
By increasing the non-thermal parameter g, the classical critical temperature
Tc decreases continuously. At gc, the critical temperature reaches zero. At this point,
the macroscopic order can only be destroyed by nonthermal fluctuations, i.e., quantum
fluctuations which stem from Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. The critical point
associated with a continuous quantum phase transition is called the quantum critical
point.
Since the absolute zero of temperature cannot be attained in experiment, quan-
tum phase transitions may seem as an abstract theoretical idea. However, a wide
variety of experiments can be explained by them because the quantum fluctuations
dominate the critical properties of a material not just at absolute zero temperature
but also in the vicinity of the quantum critical point. For example, in a metallic sys-
tem, the presence of a quantum critical point causes non-Fermi liquid behavior, i.e.,
unusual power-law temperature dependencies observed at experimentally attainable
temperatures [18, 19].
The basic phenomenology of a second-order quantum phase transition is simi-
lar to that of a second-order classical transition. The spatial correlations of the order
9Figure 1.2: Schematic phase diagram in the vicinity of a quantum critical point
(QCP). The dotted line is the finite-temperature phase boundary while
the dashed lines are crossover lines separating different regions within the
disordered phase. g stands for one of the possible nonthermal parameters
that tune the quantum phase transition.
parameter fluctuations become long-range as the critical point is approached, and
their typical length scale ξ (the correlation length) diverges as ξ ∼ |r|−ν, where r
is some dimensionless distance from the quantum critical point r = (g − gc)/gc and
ν is the correlation length critical exponent. Analogously, the typical time scale ξτ
(correlation time) for a decay of the correlations diverges as ξτ ∼ ξ
z ∼ |r|−zν at the
quantum critical point where z is the dynamical critical exponent. Correspondingly,
the typical frequency scale ωc and the typical energy scale ~ωc ∼ |r|
zν go to zero.
The question under what conditions the quantum phase transition is important
for an experiment can be answered by distinguishing fluctuations with predominantly
thermal and quantum character. At absolute zero-temperature (no thermal fluctua-
tions), the transition is driven by quantum fluctuations and completely controlled by
quantum physics. If the transition occurs at finite temperature, quantum fluctuations
10
are important as long as ~ωc > kBT , where kBT is the thermal energy and ~ωc is the
quantum energy scale. On other hand, quantum fluctuations become unimportant
for ~ωc < kBT or |t| . T
1/(zν)
c , where t =
T−Tc
Tc
. Correspondingly, the asymptotic
critical behavior at any nonzero T is described by classical theory.
In the schematic phase diagram shown in Fig. 1.2, the disordered phase at
finite temperature T can be divided into different regions. For low T and r > 0
(g > gc), quantum mechanics is important and long-range order destroyed by quan-
tum fluctuations. Thus, the region is called “quantum disordered”. For magnetic
transitions in metallic materials, this region is the usual Fermi-liquid region. For
T > Tc and r < 0 (g < gc), the order is destroyed by thermal fluctuations and the
region is called “thermally disordered”.
In the classical critical region, the phase transition takes place at a finite
temperature and the thermal fluctuations dominate. Thus, this region is described
by the classical theory. Moreover, the quantum energy scale is less than the thermal
energy (~ωc < kBT ) and although quantum fluctuations are present at microscopic
levels, they don’t control the critical behavior.
In the quantum critical region [20] which is located near gc but at relatively
high temperature and bounded by crossover lines (g−gc) ∼ T
1
zν
c , the quantum critical
ground state is excited by increasing the temperature which leads to unusual power-
law temperature dependencies of observables.
In classical statistical mechanics, the static and dynamic behaviors decouple.
The partition function can be factorized, since the kinetic and potential parts of the









−βHpot = ZkinZpot. (1.16)
The contribution of the kinetic part to the free energy is usually derived from a
simple Gaussian integral and thus will not display any singularity. Therefore, the
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classical transition can be studied using a time independent Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson
theory such as Eqn (1.2). In contrast, in the quantum Hamiltonian the potential and
kinetic terms in general do not commute. Thus, the partition function does not
factorize, Z 6= ZkinZpot. However, the canonical probability operator e
−H/kbT can
be reformulated to look like a time evolution operator in imaginary time τ . The
Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson theory can then be written in terms of space and time
dependent fields. An example of a quantum Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson functional has











Here, τ is the imaginary time given by τ = −it
~
where t denotes the real time β = 1
kBT
,
and φ(x, τ) is the order parameter field at position x and imaginary time τ .
At non-zero temperature, the extension of the extra imaginary time dimension
is finite. Close to the critical point where ξτ > β, the extra dimension cannot affect
the critical behavior. At T = 0, the imaginary time direction will extend to infinity
and the imaginary time acts as an additional spatial dimension. Thus, the behavior
can described by a theory in a higher dimension. Using the fact that the length and
time scales are related by the dynamical exponent as ξτ ∼ ξ
z, one can generalize the
scaling relation (1.5) to the case of a quantum phase transition as
f(r, h) = b−(d+z)f(rb1/ν , hbyh). (1.18)
Comparing equation (1.5) and equation (1.18) explicitly shows that quantum phase
transitions in d-dimension are equivalent to (d+ z)-dimensional classical phase tran-
sitions. This is the general concept of the so-called quantum-to-classical mapping. If
the space and imaginary time enter the theory symmetrically, the dynamical exponent
will be z = 1, but in general it can be larger than one.
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Let us explore the quantum-to-classical mapping in more detail. As we know,
the kinetic and the potential energy parts in the quantum Hamiltonian do not com-
mute, and the canonical quantum partition function Z does not directly factorize into
kinetic and potential terms. The quantum-to-classical mapping relies on factorizing






where Z(N) is the N -approximant of the partition function given by
Z(N) = Tr[e−βH/N ]N = Tr[e−∆τH ]N (1.20)
where ∆τ = β
N
and β = 1
kBT
.
The commutator of ∆τHkin and ∆τHpot is of higher order in ∆τ ,
[∆τHkin,∆τHpot] = (∆τ)
2[Hkin, Hpot] ≈ 0. (1.21)
Using the Trotter decomposition (eA+B = eAeBe−
1
2
[A,B]), and the result of equa-
tion (1.21), we can thus factorize the N -approximant of the partition function as
Z(N) = Tr[e−∆τHkine−∆τHpot ]N . (1.22)
By inserting N complete sets of eigenstates for the Hkin terms, the partition function










∣∣e−∆τHpot(αj )∣∣ {αj}n+1〉 . (1.23)
where n is the index of the imaginary time slice. To get the classical Hamiltonian of
the system, we need to evaluate the off-diagonal terms.
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where J˜ij = βJij/N and k˜i = ln
√
coth(βhi/N) are the effective couplings in the
space and imaginary time directions, respectively.
1.2 IMPURITY QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITIONS
Impurity quantum phase transitions are a class of quantum phase transitions
occurring in systems which consist, for example, of a single spin coupled to infinite
bosonic or fermionic baths. These bosons or fermions can be either real particles,
quasiparticles, or collective excitations. Impurity quantum phase transitions are a
realization of boundary critical phenomena at zero temperature at which only degrees
of freedom of a finite-size (zero-dimensional) subsystem (e.g., the single spin) become
critical at the transition point, while the rest of the system (the bath) does not
undergo a transition, (but it will affect the critical behavior of the impurity).
In general, all impurity models have the form
H = Himp +Hb +Himp,b. (1.26)
Here, Himp contains the impurity degrees of freedom, and Hb contains bulk (bath)
degrees of freedom. The last term Himp,b, contains the coupling between the impurity
and the bath and thus the dissipation strength. The competition between the first
term Himp and the last term Himp,b is responsible for the quantum phase transition.
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Impurity quantum phase transitions of systems of the form (1.26) require the thermo-
dynamic limit in the bath system Hb before the T → 0 limit is taken. The anisotropic
Kondo model [24, 25] and the pseudogap Kondo model [26] are some examples of im-
purity models with fermionic baths that display a quantum phase transition.
The simplest realization of an impurity system involving bosonic baths is the
dissipative two-level system, also called the spin-boson model [27, 28]. It describes a
two-level system coupled to an infinite bath of harmonic oscillators represented by a
Hamiltonian











The spin tunnels between up | ↑〉 and down | ↓〉 states with tunneling frequency
∆0, and is damped by the coupling to the oscillators bath. The last term in (1.27)
represents the coupling between the spin and the displacement of the bath oscillators.




λ2i δ(ω − ωi). (1.28)
Of a particular interest are power-law spectra, J(ω) = 2piαω
(1−s)
c ωs with ω < ωc,
where ωc is a cut-off frequency and α characterizes the dissipation strength. The
ground state phase diagram of the system depends on the behavior of the bath spectral
function for small frequency ω.
For s > 1, the case of so-called super-Ohmic dissipation, the damping is qual-
itatively weak. The spin will therefore remain in the delocalized phase for any dissi-
pation strength α. In the case of 0 < s < 1 (sub-Ohmic dissipation), the system will
undergo a continuous quantum phase transition from a delocalized phase (Fig. 1.3a)
to a localized phase (Fig. 1.3b) as the dissipation strengthen increases [29]. The
marginal case (s = 1) corresponds to the well-studied Ohmic spin-boson model. This
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Figure 1.3: Dissipative two level system. (a) In the delocalized phase, the spin tunnels
between ↑ and ↓. (b) In the localized phase, the spin ceases tunnelling
and 〈σz〉 6= 0.
system shows a Kosterlitz-Thouless quantum transition [27, 28] between the localized
and delocalized phases at a critical value of the dissipation strength.
Spin-boson and other dissipative impurity models have many applications in
different fields such as glass physics, damping in electric circuits, and electron transfer
in biological molecules. Moreover, in the context of quantum computation, the spin-
boson model can be used for modeling the coupling of qubits to a noisy environment
and the associated decoherence processes.
1.3 QUENCHED DISORDER EFFECTS
A real material often contains disorder, for example, lattice defects or im-
purity atoms. Thus many investigations focus on phase transitions in the presence
of disorder [30, 31]. We concentrate in this work on disorder that does not evolve
with time, also called quenched disorder or time-independent disorder, in contrast to
annealed disorder, which fluctuates on short time scales. The quenched disorder is
further assumed to have no qualitative effect on the two bulk phases. It only affects
the phase transition point by locally shifting the tendency towards one or the other
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phase. This kind of quenched disorder is referred to as weak disorder, or random-Tc
disorder. It can be realized in a ferromagnetic material for example by randomly
replacing magnetic atoms with nonmagnetic ones.
Such random-Tc disorder can be modeled in a LGW theory by making the bare
distance from the critical point a random function of spatial position, r → r0+ δr(x).
In the presence of disorder in a d-dimensional lattice, the LGW theory reads
FLGW =
∫
ddx[|∇φ(x)|2 + (r0 + δr(x))φ
2(x) + uφ4(x)− hφ(x)] (1.29)
In equation (1.29), the character of the disorder is encoded in the statistical properties
of the random-Tc term δr(x). As long as the physics is dominated by long-wavelength
properties and the average behavior of the disorder, the details of the probability
distribution of the disorder should not play an important role. It can thus be replaced
a Gaussian distribution which can be easily handled mathematically.
The presence of weak quenched disorder in a system undergoing a phase tran-
sition leads to the following questions:
• Will the transition remain sharp or it will be destroyed by smearing?
• Will the order of the transition change (first-order vs. second-order)?
• If the transition remains sharp and second-order, will the critical behavior
change quantitatively (different universality class with new critical exponents)
or even qualitatively (exotic non-power-law scaling)?
• Does the disorder only affect the transition itself or also the behavior in its
vicinity?
Studying these questions has a long history (see reference [32] for some histor-
ical details).
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1.3.1. Harris Criterion. Initially it was thought that disorder destroys sharp
phase transitions because, in the presence of disorder, the system will be divided up
into spatial regions which undergo the transition at different temperatures. Thus
there would not be a sharp singularity in observables. However, it was found later
that phase transition can remain sharp in the presence of disorder, at least for classical
systems with short-range disorder correlations.
Harris [33] found a condition under which weak disorder does not affect the
stability of a clean critical point of a classical phase transition. The same condition
was later found to be applicable to quantum critical points. He considers a system
with quenched disorder undergoing a second order phase transition at a temperature
Tc. The system is divided into blocks of volume V = ξ
d [34]. Each block i behaves
independently and has its own effective local critical temperature T ic which is deter-
mined by the average of r + δ(x) over the volume of the blocks, see figure 1.4. If
the standard deviation ∆r of these local critical temperatures from block to block is
smaller than the global distance from the critical point r, the order-parameter fluc-
tuations caused by the weak disorder are suppressed at the transition point, and the
sharp phase transition remains. The standard deviation ∆r can be found using the
central limit theorem as ∆r ∼ ξ−d/2. Since the correlation length is related to r via
ξ ∼ |T − Tc|




Thus, a clean critical point is perturbatively stable, for r → 0, if the clean critical
exponents fulfill the inequality rdν/2 < r or
dν > 2. (1.31)
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Figure 1.4: Schematic depiction of the system fragmentation used in the derivation
of the Harris criterion.
This inequality is called the Harris criterion. If ∆r > r, different parts of the system
are in different phases, and a sharp phase transition is impossible.
Note that the Harris criterion only deals with the average behavior of the
disorder at large length scales while potential new phenomena at finite length scales
are not covered by it.
Based on the Harris criterion, the behavior of the disorder strength with in-
creasing length scale, i.e., under coarse graining, can be used to classify critical points
with quenched disorder [30, 31, 35]:
i- The Harris criterion is fulfilled (dν > 2). At these phase transitions, the disorder
strength decreases under coarse graining and the system becomes asymptotically
homogeneous at large length scales. Consequently, the critical behavior of the
dirty system is identical to that of the clean system. An example of this class is
the three-dimensions classical Heisenberg model with ν ≈ 0.698 for both clean
and dirty cases [36].
If the Harris criterion is violated, the clean critical point is destabilized by weak
quenched disorder, and the behavior must change. However, a sharp critical
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point can still exist in the presence of the disorder. The two following classes
must be distinguished.
ii- The relative disorder strength approaches a finite value, and the system remains
inhomogeneous at large length scales. The phase transition stays sharp and
features power-law scaling but with new critical exponents, i.e., the quenched
disorder changes the universality class of the system (quantitative changes). The
three-dimensional Ising model is an example of this class. The clean ν ≈ 0.627
violates the Harris criterion [37] and the dirty system has a value of ν ≈ 0.684 [38].
Note that the dirty critical exponent satisfies the Harris inequality.
iii- The relative disorder strength increases without limit under coarse graining. The
new critical point is called an infinite-randomness critical point [35, 39, 40]. At
this point, the power-law scaling is replaced by activated (exponential) scaling.
The quenched disorder thus changes the phase transition qualitatively.
This class was first found in two-dimensional Ising model with disorder perfectly
correlated in one dimension [41, 42] or equivalently in the one-dimensional ran-
dom quantum Ising model [40].
The macroscopic observables of an infinite-randomness critical point have ex-
tremely broad probability distributions whose widths diverge with system size. Ac-
cordingly, the averages of the observables are dominated by rare events (spatial regions
with atypical disorder configurations).
1.3.2. Smearing of Phase Transitions by Disorder. The term smeared
phase transition simply describes a transition where the disorder destroys the sharp
singularity of the free energy because different spatial regions order independently.
This effect of disorder can be reached in both classical [43, 44, 45] and quantum
systems [46, 47, 48].
In classical systems, the disorder can smear the sharp transition if it is perfectly
correlated in a sufficient number of dimensions. Specifically, the dimensionality of the
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defects must be larger than the lower critical dimension, dRR > d
−
c . For example, the
randomly layered Ising model (planer defects) has disorder dimensionality dRR = 2
greater than the lower critical dimensionality of Ising symmetry d−c = 1 [43, 44,
45]. Individual layers can therefore order independently and the global transition
is smeared. On the other hand, the same layered system but with Heisenberg spin
symmetry has d−c = 2 resulting in a sharp phase transition with an infinite-randomness
critical point. In this case, the rare regions can not statically order.
In case of quantum systems, quantum-to-classical mapping leads to (d + 1)-
dimensional classical systems where the extra dimension is related to the imaginary
time. Quenched disorder is time invariant, thus it is perfectly correlated in the time
direction. This strong correlation dramatically increases the effects of rare regions.
For example, the quantum-to-classical mapping of the one dimensional random quan-
tum Ising model (1.24) leads to a two dimensional random classical system with
perfectly correlated disorder in the new time direction [41]. The phase transition of
this classical system was expected to be smeared, but Fisher showed it to be sharp
with an infinite-randomness critical point.
The effects of disorder are further enhanced if the order parameter fluctuations
are damped by the coupling to other degrees of freedom. This can be achieved, for
example by coupling each spin of the transverse-field Ising model (1.24) to a bath of
harmonic oscillators,
















where HIsing is the Hamiltonian (1.24), the first term in the brackets is the bath
Hamiltonian where ai,n(a
†
i,n) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the nth oscil-
lator coupled to spin i. The second term in the brackets is the coupling of the lattice
spins to the heat bath where λi,n is the coupling constant. The system can thus be
viewed as a chain of coupled spin-boson models. Let us assume (as in Sec. 1.2) the
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bath spectral functions have power law form J(ω) = pi
2
αω1−σc ω
σ. By integrating out
the bath degrees of freedom in the partition function in favor of the order parameter
field φ = 〈σz〉, one can obtain a (d+1)-dimensional Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW)







Γ(r, τ)φ2(r, τ) + uφ4(r, τ)
]
(1.33)
where Γ(r, τ) is the bare Gaussian vertex. Its Fourier transform has the structure
(prefactors suppressed)
Γ(q, ωn) = r + q
2 + |ωn|
σ. (1.34)
Here, r is the bare distance from criticality, and the dynamic term proportional to
|ωn| stems from the damping of the order parameter fluctuations by the bath. On the
other hand, for undamped dynamics the leading term is the ω2n term. The disorder
appears in the coefficients of the action such as the distance from criticality, i.e., r
becomes a function of spatial position as r → r0 + δr(x), and thus the action now
contains random-Tc disorder (weak disorder).
The effect of the damping can be seen by performing quantum-to-classical
mapping of the full Hamiltonian (1.32) and integrating out the bath degree of freedom














where Si,τ = ±1 and < i, j > represents the nearest-neighbor interactions in the
space direction, {τ, τ ′} represents the long-range interactions in the time direction,
and σ = 1 for the Ohmic damping case (σ < 1 for the sub-Ohmic case and σ > 1 for
the super-Ohmic case). The Ising chain with long-range 1/r2 interaction is known to
have an ordered phase [49, 50, 51]. Therefore, sufficiently large but finite-size rare
regions of the Hamiltonian (1.35) can independently undergo the phase transition
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and develop true static order while the bulk phase is paramagnetic. Thus, the global
order develops gradually and the global phase transition is smeared.
The same scenario also applies to magnetic quantum phase transitions in dis-
ordered metals. Hertz [17] derived order parameter field theories of these transitions
by integrating out the fermionic degrees of freedom. They take the same form as
given in equation (1.33) and (1.34). In this case the Ohmic damping stems from the
coupling of the order parameter to fermionic particle-hole excitations.
1.4 PERCOLATING LATTICE
1.4.1. Percolation Theory. In coffee makers, percolation represents the
flow of the coffee through porous media from top to bottom. In mathematics and
physics it refers to the geometry of lattice models of random systems and the nature
of the connectivity in them.
Let us consider a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice with bonds between the
nearest neighbor sites. Each site in the lattice is occupied at random with probability
p, or empty with probability (1− p). Moreover, the sites are assumed to be indepen-
dent. [This problem is called “site percolation”]. In a slightly different mathematical
model, a bond is closed with probability p or open with probability (1− p) [the cor-
responding problem is called “bond percolation”]. In both cases, each group of two
or more occupied (connected) neighboring sites is called a cluster.
Now, the question is: What is the probability to have a large occupied cluster
that spans the entire lattice [from top to bottom] for a given occupation probability
p? In the thermodynamic limit, such a cluster is known as the infinite cluster. By
Kolmogorov’s zero-one law [52], for a given p, the probability that an infinite cluster
exists is either zero or one in the thermodynamics limit. For a small occupation
probability p, there is only a very tiny chance of having a large cluster. This chance
will be increased if p becomes larger and larger, and for p close to one we almost
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Figure 1.5: Snapshot of diluted system at different occupation probability p. Different
colors represents different clusters.
certainly will have a cluster percolating through the lattice. Thus, the probability of
having that infinite cluster is an increasing function of p, and (due to Kolmogorov’s
law) there must be a some value of p below which the probability is always zero and
above which the probability is always one. This value of p is called the percolation
threshold or the critical occupation probability denoted by pc.
This suggests that the lattice can be in one of two “phases”, separated by a
sharp transition at the percolation threshold (p = pc). For p > pc, the infinite cluster
exists as will some smaller clusters, and the system will be in the connected phase
(the percolating phase). In contrast, for p < pc the lattice is decomposed into small
disconnected finite-size clusters only; the system will be in the disconnected phase.
Right at p = pc, there are clusters of all length scales, see Figure 1.5.
We can look at the geometric phase transition between these two phases as
a continuous (second-order) phase transition where the geometric fluctuations due
to dilution play the role of the usual thermal or quantum fluctuations. The order
parameter for this transition is the probability P∞ of a site to belong to the infinite
connected percolation cluster (P∞ also represents the number of sites in the infinite
cluster per lattice site), which has zero value for p < pc (no infinite cluster exists) and
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βc p > pc
0 p < pc
(1.36)
where βc is the order parameter critical exponent of classical percolation. (Note: the
subscript c will be used to distinguish the classical percolation exponents from other
exponents). In addition to the infinite cluster, we also need to characterize the finite-
size clusters on both sides of the percolation threshold. The typical size or correlation
length ξc of a finite cluster diverges with the correlation length exponent νc
ξc ∼ |p− pc|
−νc (1.37)
as pc is approached. The average mass Sc (or the average number of sites) of a finite
cluster takes the role of the response function (the susceptibility) in a conventional
second-order phase transition, (see figure 1.6). It diverges with the susceptibility
exponent γc according to
Sc ∼ |p− pc|
γc . (1.38)
A central quantity is the cluster size distribution ns, which contains the complete
information about the percolation critical behavior. ns defines the number of finite
size clusters with s sites per lattice site, and it is normalized by the total number of






Figure 1.6: Percolation as a critical phenomena. This figure compares the percolation
transition to a ferromagnetic critical point. The probability of a site to be
in the infinite cluster P∞ and the average cluster size Sc in the geometric
transition take the roles of magnetization m and susceptibility χ in the
classical ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition, respectively.
where σc and τc are critical exponents. f(x) is a scaling function which behaves as
f(x) ∼ exp [−B1x
1
σc ] x > 0
f(x) = constant x = 0




d ] x < 0
. (1.40)
where d is the dimensionality of the system.
From the behavior of f(x), one can notice that ns takes a power law form
at p = pc which means that all cluster sizes exist at the percolation threshold. For
p pc and p pc, ns decays exponentially with s, thus large clusters are suppressed.
The classical percolation exponents are determined by τc and σc as follows:
the correlation length exponent νc =
τc−1
dσc









1.4.2. Application of Percolation Theory to Thermal and Quantum
Phase Transition. Imagine a magnetic system in which only a fraction p of all
lattice sites is occupied by spins and the remaining fraction (1−p) is left non-magnetic.
The spins are distributed randomly as in the percolation problem, and neighboring
spins interact via an exchange interaction J .
According to the percolation point of view the model consists of different
clusters of spins. At low temperature (kBT << J), the spins within one cluster will
be parallel to each other. A cluster of s sites thus acts as a single effective spin
(super-spin) with a moment proportional to s.
A- Diluted Ising Model at Low Temperatures. We are going to describe the
behavior of a classical Ising model on a randomly diluted lattice at low temperature,
where the thermal fluctuations have no effect on the critical behavior. Let us consider








where σi is a classical Ising spin at lattice site i, and J > 0 is the exchange interaction
between nearest neighbors. Dilution is introduced via the random variable i which
can take the value one or zero with probability p and (1− p), respectively.
In the absence of dilution (i.e., p = 1), the model shows long-range order
(ferromagnetic phase) at sufficiently low temperatures (provided d ≥ 2). Because of
the dilution, magnetic order will be weakened for p < 1. The question now is: What
is the effect of the dilution on the ferromagnetic phase and on the phase transition to
paramagnet.
For kBT  J , a cluster of Ising spins of size s in an external symmetry-
breaking field h has two possible energy configurations, all spins oriented in h direction
with energy −sh, or in opposite direction with energy +sh. The magnetization of
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where ns is the cluster size distribution (1.39). If the occupation probability p > pc,
an infinite cluster exists and provides a contribution of
m∞ = ±P∞ ∼ ±|p− pc|
βc (1.44)
to the total magnetization. Thus, the total magnetization is given by









For h → 0, only the infinite cluster contribution remains. The magnetization thus
vanishes as (p − pc)
β at the percolation threshold, and the critical exponent of the
magnetization is identical to the percolation order parameter exponent βc (rather
than the conventional undiluted Ising exponent).
If the occupation probability p < pc, magnetic long-range order is impossible
(no infinite cluster), and the system consists of independent super-spins. Thus, the
low temperature behavior of sufficiently diluted Ising model is different from that of
conventional Ising model which is expected to have non-zero magnetization at low
temperature.











This means, it is proportional to the average cluster size [53] Sc ∼ |p− pc|
−γc . Thus
χ ∝ |p− pc|
−γc , where γc is the classical percolation susceptibility exponent.
These results establish a correspondence of the infinite cluster size P∞ to the
magnetization m, of the average cluster size Sc to the susceptibility χ, and of the
percolation threshold pc to the transition temperature Tc for ferromagnetism.
B- Quantum Phase Transitions on Percolating Lattices. Now, we are going to
describe a quantum phase transition on a percolating lattice which occurs at absolute
zero temperature. A simple example is a randomly diluted Ising model in a transverse



















where hx is the transverse field that controls the quantum fluctuations, h is the
symmetry breaking field. In the undiluted case (p = 1), for hx << J , the ground
state is ferromagnetically ordered while for hx >> J the long-range order is destroyed
by the quantum fluctuations caused by the transverse field. The two phases are
separated by a quantum phase transition at hx ∼ J .
In the diluted model (p < 1), if the transverse field hx is sufficiently small such
that the quantum fluctuations are not too strong, the spins within a cluster of size s
are parallel and this cluster will act as a single effective Ising spin (whose moment is
proportional to s). Its low-energy physics is thus equivalent to a two-level system.
If p < pc, magnetic long-range order does not exist because the system is
decomposed into non-interacting finite size clusters. Thus, the system is still in the
disordered phase with a total magnetization that averages to zero, mtotal = 0.
For p > pc, long-range order survives on the infinite percolation cluster, while
all finite size clusters do not contribute. The total magnetization will be proportional
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to the number of sites in the infinite cluster,
mtotal = p∞ ∼ (p− pc)
β p > pc (1.48)
where the order parameter exponent β equals magnetically the classical geometric
percolation exponent βc. The system will be in the ordered phase. Thus the critical
percolation threshold pc separate two magnetic phases. The transition across pc was
first investigated in detail by Senthil and Sachdev [57].
Another static quantity is the magnetic correlation length ξ. For small hx,
all spins of a cluster are correlated, but the correlations cannot extend beyond the
cluster size, thus
ξ ∼ ξc ∼ |p− pc|
−νc. (1.49)
The correlation exponent ν is identical to the classical geometric one, too. However,
other quantities involving quantum dynamics (like the dependence of the magnetiza-
tion on the ordering field h) have non-classical behavior [57].
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ABSTRACT∗
We investigate the behavior of an N -component quantum rotor coupled to a bosonic
dissipative bath having a sub-Ohmic spectral density J(ω) ∝ ωs with s < 1. With in-
creasing dissipation strength, this system undergoes a quantum phase transition from
a delocalized phase to a localized phase. We determine the exact critical behavior of
this transition in the large-N limit. For 1 > s > 1/2, we find nontrivial critical behav-
ior corresponding to an interacting renormalization group fixed point while we find
mean-field behavior for s < 1/2. The results agree with those of the corresponding
long-range interacting classical model. The quantum-to-classical mapping is therefore
valid for the sub-Ohmic rotor model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quantum phase transitions are abrupt changes in the ground state properties
of a quantum many-particle system that occur when a non-thermal control parameter
is varied.[3] In analogy to thermal phase transitions, they can be classified as either
first-order or continuous transitions. Continuous quantum phase transitions, also
called quantum-critical points, are characterized by large-scale temporal and spatial
fluctuations that lead to unconventional behavior in systems ranging from strongly
correlated electron materials to ultracold quantum gases (for reviews see, e.g., Refs.
[1, 4, 5, 58, 59, 60]).
Impurity quantum phase transitions [61] are an interesting class of quan-
tum phase transitions at which only the degrees of freedom of a finite-size (zero-
dimensional) subsystem become critical at the transition point. The rest of the sys-
tem (the “bath”) does not undergo a transition. Impurity quantum phase transitions
can occur, e.g., in systems composed of a single quantum spin coupled to an infi-
nite fermionic or bosonic bath. Fermionic examples include the anisotropic Kondo
model [62] and the pseudogap Kondo model [26].
The prototypical system involving a bosonic bath is the dissipative two-state
system, [27, 28] also called the spin-boson model, which describes a two-level system
coupled to a single dissipative bath of harmonic oscillators. Its ground-state phase
diagram depends on the behavior of the bath spectral density J(ω) for small frequen-
cies ω. Power-law spectra J(ω) ∝ ωs are of particular interest. In the super-Ohmic
case (s > 1), the system is in the delocalized (disordered) phase for any dissipation
strength. In contrast, for sub-Ohmic dissipation (0 < s < 1), there is a continuous
quantum phase transition from a delocalized phase at weak dissipation to a localized
(ordered) phase at strong dissipation [29]. In the marginal Ohmic case (s = 1), a
quantum phase transition exists, too, but it is of Kosterlitz-Thouless type [27, 28].
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The sub-Ohmic spin-boson model has recently attracted considerable attention
in the context of the so-called quantum-to-classical mapping. This concept relates the
critical behavior of a quantum phase transition in d space dimensions to that of a clas-
sical transition in d+1 dimensions. The mapping is usually established by comparing
the order-parameter field theories of the transitions: Imaginary time in the quantum
problem plays the role of the extra dimension in the corresponding classical system.
In the case of the spin-boson model, the classical counterpart is a one-dimensional
Ising model with long-range interactions that decay as 1/r1+s for large distances r. In
recent years, the applicability of the quantum-to-classical mapping to the sub-Ohmic
spin-boson model has been controversially discussed after numerical renormalization
group results [63] suggested that its critical behavior for s < 1/2 deviates from that
of the corresponding Ising model. While there is now strong evidence [64, 65, 66, 67]
that this conclusion is incorrect and that the quantum-to-classical mapping is actually
valid, the issue appears to be still not fully settled [68]. Moreover, possible failures of
the quantum-to-classical mapping have also been reported for other impurity models
with both Ising [69, 70, 71] and higher [72, 73] symmetries; and the precise conditions
under which it is supposed to hold are not resolved.
In the present paper, we therefore investigate the large-N limit of the sub-
Ohmic quantum rotor model. Analogously to the spin-boson model, this system
undergoes a quantum phase transition with increasing dissipation strength from a
delocalized phase to a localized phase [74, 75]. We exactly solve the critical properties
of this transition. Our analysis yields nontrivial critical behavior corresponding to an
interacting renormalization group fixed point for 1 > s > 1/2, while we find mean-field
behavior for s < 1/2. All critical exponents agree with those of the corresponding
long-range interacting classical model, [76] implying that the quantum-to-classical
mapping is valid.
Our paper is organized as follows. We define the sub-Ohmic rotor model in
Sec. 2.. In Sec. 3., we derive its partition function; and we solve the self-consistent
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large-N constraint at zero and finite temperatures as well as with and without an
external field. Section 4. is devoted to a discussion of observables and the resulting
critical behavior. We conclude in Sec. 4..
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2. SUB-OHMIC ROTOR MODEL
A quantum rotor can be understood as a point moving on an N -dimensional
hypersphere of radius N1/2. It can be represented by an N -component vector S
satisfying S2 = N . The rotor has a momentum P; the position and momentum
components fulfill the usual canonical commutation relations [Sα, Pβ] = iδαβ . In the
large-N limit, N →∞, the hard constraint S2 = N can be replaced by one for the
thermodynamic average, 〈S2〉 = N , because fluctuations of the magnitude of
S are suppressed by the central limit theorem. The large-N quantum rotor is thus









2 − hS + µ(S2 − 1) . (1.1)
Here, S and P represent the position and momentum of one rotor component, µ
is a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the constraint 〈S2〉 = 1, and h is an external
symmetry-breaking field.†
We now couple (every component of) the rotor to a bath of harmonic oscilla-
tors.‡ In the conventional linear-coupling form, the Hamiltonian describing the bath


















with qj , pj , and mj being the position, momentum, and mass of the j-th oscillator.
The ωj are the oscillator frequencies and λj the coupling strengths between the os-
cillators and S. The last term in the bracket is the usual counter term which insures
that the dissipation is invariant under translations in S [27]. The coupling between
†For the original rotor, this corresponds to a field coupling to all components, h = h(1, 1, . . . , 1).
This convention is convenient because the components remain equivalent even in the presence of a
field.
‡Equivalently, the N -component rotor is coupled to N -component oscillators.
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δ(ω − ωj) (1.3)
which we assume to be of power-law form
J(ω) = 2piα¯ω1−sc ω
s, (0 < ω < ωc) . (1.4)
Here, α¯ is the dimensionless dissipation strength and ωc is a cutoff frequency. We will
be interested mostly in the case of sub-Ohmic dissipation, 0 < s < 1.
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3. PARTITION FUNCTION AND CONSTRAINT EQUATION
3.1. PATH INTEGRAL FORMULATION. We now derive a represen-
tation of the partition function in terms of an imaginary-time functional integral.
Because the sub-Ohmic rotor model H = HS +HB is equivalent to a system of cou-
pled harmonic oscillators (with an additional self-consistency condition), this can be
done following Feynman’s path integral approach [79] with position and momentum
eigenstates as basis states. After integrating out the momentum variables, we arrive




































where the dot marks the derivative with respect to imaginary time τ , and β = 1/T
is the inverse temperature.
The bath action is quadratic in the qj , we can thus exactly integrate out the
bath modes. After a Fourier transformation from imaginary time τ to Matsubara
frequency ωn, this yields
∫
D[q˜i(ωn)] exp(−AB) = Z
0
B exp(−AB′) where Z
0
B is the
















The sum over j can be turned into an integral over the spectral density J(ω). Carrying









with the dimensionless coupling constant α = 2piα¯ cosec(pis/2). Combining AS and















where  = ω20+2µ is the renormalized distance from quantum criticality. The ω
2
n term
in AS is subleading in the limit ωn → 0. It is thus irrelevant for the critical behavior
at the quantum critical point and has been dropped. The theory then needs a cutoff
for the Matsubara frequencies which we chose to be ωc. Because the effective action
is Gaussian, the partition function Z = Z0B
∫
D[S˜(ωn)] exp(−Aeff) is easily evaluated.
We find




















3.2. SOLVING THE SPHERICALCONSTRAINT. The spherical (large-
N) constraint 〈S2〉 = 1 can be easily derived from the free energy F = −T lnZ by
means of the relation 0 = ∂F/∂µ. In the case of a time-independent external field h










= 1 . (1.12)
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We now solve this equation, which gives the renormalized distance from criticality, ,
as a function of the external parameters α, T , and h, in various limiting cases.
1. T = 0 and h = 0. At zero temperature, the sum over the Matsubara









= 1 . (1.13)
For sub-Ohmic dissipation, s < 1, a solution  ≥ 0 to this equation only exists for
dissipation strengths α below a critical value αc because the integral converges at the
lower bound even for  = 0. The value of αc defines the location of the quantum
critical point. Performing the integral for  = 0, we find αc = 1/[pi(1 − s)]. As
we are interested in the critical behavior, we now solve the constraint equation for
dissipation strengths close to the critical one, α . αc. We need to distinguish two
cases: 1 > s > 1/2 and s < 1/2.
In the first case, the calculation can be performed by subtracting the constraint
equations at α and at αc from each other. After moving the cutoff ωc to ∞, the
resulting integral can be easily evaluated giving
 = αωcA
s/(s−1)(αc − α)
s/(1−s) (s > 1/2) , (1.14)
where A = −(1/s) cosec(pi/s). In the case s < 1/2, eq. (1.13) can be evaluated by a
straight Taylor expansion in αc − α, resulting in
 = αcωcB
−1(αc − α) (s < 1/2) , (1.15)
with B = 1/[pi(1− 2s)]. For s < 1/2, the functional dependence of  on αc − α thus
becomes linear, independent of s. As we will see later, this causes the transition to
be of mean-field type.
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For dissipation strengths above the critical value αc, the spherical constraint
can only be solved by not transforming the sum over the Matsubara frequencies in
(1.12) into the frequency integral in (1.13). Instead, the ωn = 0 Fourier component
has to be treated separately.§ Alternatively, one can explicitly introduce a nonzero
average for one of the N order parameter components (see, e.g., Ref. [3]). Both
approaches are equivalent; we will follow the first route in the next subsection.
2. T > 0 and h = 0. At small but nonzero temperatures, an approximate
solution of the spherical constraint (1.12) can be obtained by keeping the ωn = 0













= 1 . (1.16)
We now solve this equation on the disordered side of the transition (α < αc), at the
critical dissipation strength αc, and on the ordered side of the transition (α > αc).
We again need to distinguish the cases 1 > s > 1/2 and s < 1/2.
In the first case, we subtract the quantum critical (T = 0, h = 0, α = αc)
constraint from (1.16). After evaluating the emerging integral, the following results








s (α = αc, s > 1/2) , (1.17b)





T (α < αc, s > 1/2) . (1.17c)
§This is analogous to the usual analysis of Bose-Einstein condensation where the q = 0 mode has
to be treated separately below the condensation temperature.
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Here, 0 is the zero-temperature value given in (1.14) and A = −(1/s) cosec(pi/s) as








1/2 (α = αc, s < 1/2) , (1.18b)
 = 0 +
α
αc − α
T (α < αc, s < 1/2) , (1.18c)
with 0 given in (1.15) and B = 1/[pi(1− 2s)] as above.
3. T = 0 and h 6= 0. At zero temperature, but in the presence of an external












= 1 . (1.19)
Proceeding in analogy to the last subsection, we determine the distance  from crit-















(α = αc, s > 1/2) , (1.20b)







(α < αc, s > 1/2) , (1.20c)
where 0 is the zero-field value given in (1.14) and A = −(1/s) cosec(pi/s) as above.












(α = αc, s < 1/2) , (1.21b)





(α < αc, s < 1/2) , (1.21c)
with 0 given in (1.15) and B = 1/[pi(1− 2s)] as above.
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4. OBSERVABLES AT THE QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITION
After having solved the spherical constraint, we now turn to the behavior of
observables at the quantum critical point.
4.1. MAGNETIZATION. The magnetizationM = 〈S〉 follows from (1.11)
via M = −∂F/∂h = T∂(lnZ)/∂h. This simply gives
M = h/ . (1.22)
To find the zero-temperature spontaneous magnetization in the ordered phase, we





for the entire range 1 > s > 0. The order parameter exponent β thus takes the value
1/2 in the entire s-range. For T > 0,  does not vanish even in the limit h→ 0. The
spontaneous magnetization is therefore identical to zero for any nonzero temperature,
independent of the dissipation strength α.
The critical magnetization-field curve of the quantum phase transition can
be determined by analyzing (1.22) for T = 0, α = αc, and nonzero h. In the case








(s > 1/2) (1.24)








(s < 1/2) . (1.25)
The critical exponent δ thus takes the mean-field value of 3.
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4.2. SUSCEPTIBILITY. The Matsubara susceptibility can be calculated
by taking the second derivative of lnZ in (1.11) with respect to the Fourier compo-






We first discuss the static susceptibility χst = χ(0) = 1/ in the case 1 > s > 1/2.
To find the zero-temperature, zero-field susceptibility in the disordered (delocalized)




−s/(1−s) (s > 1/2). (1.27)
The susceptibility exponent thus takes the value γ = s/(1− s).
For dissipation strengths α ≥ αc, the susceptibility diverges in the limit T →
0. The temperature dependencies follow from substituting (1.17a) and (1.17b) into










sT−s (α = αc, s > 1/2) . (1.28b)
In the ordered (localized) phase, we thus find Curie behavior with an effective moment
of M2 = (α− αc)/α in agreement with (1.23).
The static susceptibility in the case s < 1/2 is obtained analogously. Using
(1.15), the zero-temperature, zero-field susceptibility reads
χst = α
−1ω−1c B(αc − α)
−1 (s < 1/2) , (1.29)
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implying that the susceptibility exponent takes the mean-field value γ = 1. From






1/2T−1/2 (α = αc, s < 1/2) . (1.30)
In the ordered phase, the behavior for s < 1/2 is identical to that for s > 1/2 given
in (1.28a).
We now turn to the dynamic susceptibility. To compute the retarded suscep-
tibility χ(ω), we need to analytically continue the Matsubara susceptibility by per-
forming a Wick rotation to real frequencies, iωn → ω+ i0. A direct transformation of
(1.26) is hampered by the non-analytic frequency dependence |ωn|
s. We therefore go
back to a representation of the dynamic term in the susceptibility in terms of discrete
bath modes [see the action (1.8)]. As this representation is analytic in ωn, the Wick
rotation can be performed easily. We then carry out the integration over the spectral




s [cos(pis/2)− i sin(pis/2)sgn(ω)]
. (1.31)
At quantum criticality (α = αc, T = 0, h = 0), the real and imaginary parts of the










in the entire range 1 > s > 0. Comparing this with the temperature dependencies
(1.28b) and (1.30), we note that the results for s < 1/2 violate ω/T scaling while
those for 1 > s > 1/2 are compatible with it.
4.3. CORRELATION TIME. To find the inverse correlation time (char-












The dependence of the inverse correlation time on the tuning parameter α at zero
temperature and field in the case 1 > s > 1/2 is obtained by inserting (1.14) into
(1.33). In the disordered phase, α < αc, this gives
∆ = ωcA
−1/(1−s)(αc − α)
1/(1−s) (s > 1/2) . (1.34)
The correlation-time critical exponent therefore reads νz = 1/(1 − s). Note that
this exponent is sometimes called just ν rather than νz in the literature on impurity
transitions. We follow the general convention for quantum phase transitions where
ν describes the divergence of the correlation length while νz that of the correlation
time. By substituting (1.17b) into (1.33), we can also determine the dependence of ∆
on temperature at α = αc and h = 0. We find ∆ = A
−1T . The characteristic energy
thus scales with T , as expected from naive scaling.
In the case s < 1/2, the zero-temperature, zero-field correlation time in the
disordered phase behaves as [using (1.15)]
∆ = ωcB
−1/s(αc − α)
1/s (s < 1/2) , (1.35)
resulting in the mean-field value νz = 1/s for the correlation time critical exponent.
The dependence of ∆ on temperature at α = αc and h = 0 follows from (1.18b); it
reads ∆ = B−1/(2s)ω
(2s−1)/(2s)
c T 1/(2s). The characteristic energy thus scales differently
than the temperature, in disagreement with naive scaling.
4.4. SCALING FORM OF THE EQUATION OF STATE. A scaling
form of the equation of state for 1 > s > 1/2 can be determined by subtracting
the quantum critical (T = 0, h = 0, α = αc) spherical constraint from the general
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= A−1+1/sα−1/sω1−1/sc . (1.36)
We substitute  = h/M [from (1.22)]; and after some lengthy but straight forward






with X being the scaling function, and r = (α − αc)/α being the reduced distance
from criticality. This scaling form can be used to reproduce the critical exponents
β = 1/2, γ = s/(1− s), and δ = (1 + s)/(1− s) found above.
For s < 1/2, the same approach gives a scaling equation containing the mean-
field exponents β = 1/2, γ = 1, and δ = 3. Moreover, an explicit dependence on the
cutoff for the Matsubara frequencies remains.
4.5. ENTROPY AND SPECIFIC HEAT. Within our path integral ap-
proach, thermal properties are somewhat harder to calculate than magnetic properties
because the measure of the path integral explicitly depends on temperature. As the
spherical model is equivalent to a set of coupled harmonic oscillators, we can use the
“remarkable formulas” derived by Ford et al., [80, 81] which express the free energy
(and internal energy) of a quantum oscillator in a heat bath in terms of its suscepti-


























Here, Ff (ω, T ) = T ln[2 sinh(ω/2T )] and Uf(ω, T ) = (ω/2) coth(ω/2T ). The extra
−µ terms stem from the spherical constraint. Note that the free energy in (1.38) is
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the difference between the free energy of the coupled rotor-bath system and that of
the unperturbed bath, FS = F − F
0
B = −T ln(Z/Z
0
B). The same holds true for the
internal energy, US = U − U
0
B.












s cos(pis/2)]2 + [αω1−sc ω
s sin(pis/2)]2
.
To calculate the impurity entropy SS = (US − FS)/T , we insert (1.40) into
(1.38) and (1.39) and perform the resulting integral. In the disordered phase, α < αc,





in the limit T → 0 for all s in the sub-Ohmic range 1 > s > 0. Here, 0 is the
zero-temperature renormalized distance from criticality given in (1.14), and D is
an s-dependent constant. Upon approaching criticality, α → αc, the prefactor of
the T s power-law diverges, suggesting a weaker temperature dependence at critical-
ity. The specific heat can be calculated from CS = T (∂SS/∂T ), it thus behaves as
Dsαω1−sc T
s/0.
We now turn to the critical dissipation strength, α = αc, For 1 > s > 1/2,
we find a temperature-independent but non-universal (s-dependent) entropy in the
limit of low temperatures. For s < 1/2, the impurity entropy diverges logarithmically
as ln(ω0/T ) with T → 0. In the ordered phase, α > αc, we find a logarithmically
diverging entropy for all s between 0 and 1.
At first glance, these logarithmic divergencies appear to violate the third law
of thermodynamics. We emphasize, however, that the impurity entropy represents
the difference between the entropy of the coupled rotor-bath system and that of the
unperturbed bath. Because the bath is infinite, the entropy thus involves an infinite
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number of degrees of freedom and does not have to remain finite. Whether the
logarithmic divergence occurs only in the large-N limit or also for finite-N rotors
remains a question for the future.
We note in passing that the entropy of classical spherical models [76, 82]
also diverges in the limit T → 0 (even when measured per degree of freedom). In
these models, the diverges occurs because the classical description becomes invalid at
sufficiently low temperatures. It can be cured by going from the classical spherical
model to the quantum spherical model [77]. This implies that the diverging entropy
in the ordered phase of the sub-Ohmic rotor model is caused by a different mechanism
than that in the classical spherical model.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have investigated the quantum critical behavior of a large-N
quantum rotor coupled to a sub-Ohmic bosonic bath characterized by a power-law
spectral density J(ω) ∼ ωs with 0 < s < 1. As this model can be solved exactly,
it provides a reliable reference point for the discussion of more complex and realistic
impurity quantum phase transitions. We find that all critical exponents take their
mean-field values if the bath exponent s is below 1/2. In contrast, for 1 > s > 1/2, the
exponents display nontrivial, s-dependent values. A summary of the exponent values
in both cases in shown in table 5.1. The exponent η sticks to its mean-field value 2−s
in the entire region 1 > s > 0, in agreement with renormalization group arguments
on the absence of field renormalization for long-range interactions [83, 84, 85]. The
fact that the order parameter exponent β is 1/2 in the entire range 1 > s > 0 is a
results of the large-N limit; it generically takes this value in spherical models.
Moreover, the behaviors of the dynamic susceptibility and inverse correlation
time are compatible with ω/T scaling for 1 > s > 1/2, while they violate ω/T
scaling for s < 1/2. We conclude that the quantum phase transition of the sub-
Ohmic quantum rotor model is controlled by an interacting renormalization group
fixed point in the case 1 > s > 1/2. In contrast, the transition is controlled by a
noninteracting (Gaussian) fixed point for s < 1/2.
Table 5.1: Critical exponents of the sub-Ohmic quantum rotor model.
1 > s > 1/2 s < 1/2
β 1/2 1/2
γ s/(1− s) 1
δ (1 + s)/(1− s) 3
νz 1/(1− s) 1/s
η 2− s 2− s
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We now turn to the question of the quantum-to-classical mapping. The classi-
cal counterpart of the sub-Ohmic quantum rotor model is a one-dimensional classical
Heisenberg chain with long-range interactions that decay as 1/r1+s with distance r.
The spherical (large-N) version of this model was solved by Joyce; [76] its critical
exponents are identical to that of the sub-Ohmic quantum rotor found here. The
quantum-to-classical mapping is thus valid.
The properties of our quantum rotor model must be contrasted with the be-
havior of the Bose-Kondo model which describes a continuous symmetry quantum
spin coupled to a bosonic bath. For this system, the quantum-to-classical mapping
appears to be inapplicable [72]. A related observation has been made in a Bose-Fermi-
Kondo model [73]. The main difference between a rotor and a quantum spin is the
presence of the Berry phase term in the action of the latter. Our results thus support
the conjecture that this Berry phase term, which is complex and has no classical
analog, causes the inapplicability of the quantum-to-classical mapping.
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ABSTRACT∗
We investigate the influence of sub-Ohmic dissipation on randomly diluted quantum
Ising and rotor models. The dissipation causes the quantum dynamics of sufficiently
large percolation clusters to freeze completely. As a result, the zero-temperature
quantum phase transition across the lattice percolation threshold separates an un-
usual super-paramagnetic cluster phase from an inhomogeneous ferromagnetic phase.
We determine the low-temperature thermodynamic behavior in both phases which is
dominated by large frozen and slowly fluctuating percolation clusters. We relate our
results to the smeared transition scenario for disordered quantum phase transitions,
and we compare the cases of sub-Ohmic, Ohmic, and super-Ohmic dissipation.
∗Published in Physical Review B 86, 075119 (2012)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The interplay between geometric, quantum, and thermal fluctuations in ran-
domly diluted quantum many-particle systems leads to a host of unconventional low-
temperature phenomena. These include the singular thermodynamic and transport
properties in quantum Griffiths phases [86, 87] as well as the exotic scaling behavior of
the quantum phase transitions between different ground state phases [39, 40]. Recent
reviews of this topic can be found, e.g., in Refs. [30, 31].
An especially interesting situation arises if a quantum many-particle system is
diluted beyond the percolation threshold pc of the underlying lattice (see, e.g., Ref.
[88] and references therein). Although the resulting percolation quantum phase tran-
sition is driven by the geometric fluctuations of the lattice, the quantum fluctuations
lead to critical behavior different from that of classical percolation. In the case of a
diluted transverse-field Ising magnet, the transition displays exotic activated (expo-
nential) dynamic scaling [89] similar to what is observed at infinite-randomness critical
points [39, 40]. The percolation transition of the quantum rotor model shows conven-
tional scaling (at least in the particle-hole symmetric case where topological Berry
phase terms are unimportant [90]), but with critical exponents that differ from their
classical counterparts [91, 92]. For site-diluted Heisenberg quantum antiferromag-
nets, further modifications of the critical behavior were attributed to uncompensated
geometric Berry phases [93, 94].
In many realistic systems, the relevant degrees of freedom are coupled to an
environment of “heat-bath” modes. The resulting dissipation can qualitatively change
the low-energy properties of a quantum many-particle system. In particular, it has
been shown that dissipation can further enhance the effects of randomness on quantum
phase transitions. In generic random quantum Ising models, for instance, the presence
of Ohmic dissipation completely destroys the sharp quantum phase transition by
smearing [46, 47, 95, 96, 97, 98]. while it leads to infinite-randomness critical behavior
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in systems with continuous-symmetry order parameter [99, 100, 101]. Interestingly,
super-Ohmic dissipation does not change the universality class of random quantum
Ising models [97, 98] but plays a major role in systems with continuous-symmetry
order parameter [102].
It is therefore interesting to ask what are the effects of dissipation on randomly
diluted quantum many-particle systems close to the percolation threshold. It has
recently been shown that Ohmic dissipation in a diluted quantum Ising model leads
to an unusual percolation quantum phase transition [103] at which some observables
show classical critical behavior while others are modified by quantum fluctuations.
In the present paper, we focus on the influence of sub-Ohmic dissipation (which
is qualitatively stronger than the more common Ohmic dissipation) on diluted quan-
tum Ising models and quantum rotor models. When coupled to a sub-Ohmic bath,
even a single quantum spin displays a nontrivial quantum phase transition from a
fluctuating to a localized phase [29] whose properties have attracted considerable at-
tention recently (see, e.g., Ref. [64] and references therein). Accordingly, we find that
the quantum dynamics of sufficiently large percolation clusters freezes completely as
a result of the coupling to the sub-Ohmic bath, effectively turning them into classical
moments. The interplay between large frozen clusters and smaller dynamic clusters
gives rise to unconventional properties of the percolation transition which we explore
in detail.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2., we define our models and dis-
cuss their phase diagrams at a qualitative level. Section 3. is devoted to a detailed
analysis of the quantum rotor model in the large-N limit where all calculations can
be performed explicitly. In Sec. 4., we go beyond the large-N limit and develop a
general scaling approach. We conclude in Sec. 4..
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2. MODELS AND PHASE DIAGRAMS
2.1. DILUTED DISSIPATIVE QUANTUM ISING AND ROTOR
MODELS. We consider two models. The first model is a d-dimensional (d ≥ 2)














a prototypical disordered quantum magnet. The Pauli matrices σzi and σ
x
i represent
the spin components at site i, the exchange interaction J couples nearest neighbor
sites, and the transverse field hx controls the quantum fluctuations. Dilution is intro-
duced via the random variables ηi which can take the values 0 and 1 with probabilities
p and 1− p, respectively. We now couple each spin to a local heat bath of harmonic
oscillators [96, 104],



















i,n) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the n-th oscillator coupled
to spin i; νi,n is its natural frequency, and λi,n is the coupling constant. All baths








with α and ωc being the dimensionless dissipation strength and the cutoff energy,
respectively. The exponent ζ characterizes the type of dissipation; we are mostly
interested in the sub-Ohmic case 0 < ζ < 1. For comparison, we will also consider
the Ohmic (ζ = 1) and super-Ohmic cases (ζ > 1). Experimentally, local dissipation
(with various spectral densities) can be realized, e.g., in molecular magnets weakly
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coupled to nuclear spins [105, 106] or in magnetic nanoparticles in an insulating
host [107].
The second model is a site-diluted dissipative quantum rotor model which can

















ζ φ˜(ωn) · φ˜(−ωn) . (2.4)
Here, the random variables ηi = 0, 1 again implement the site dilution, and ωn are
bosonic Matsubara frequencies. The rotor at site i and imaginary time τ is described
by φi(τ): a N -component vector of length N
1/2. Its Fourier transform in imaginary
time is denoted by φ˜(ωn). The dynamic action Adyn stems from integrating out the
heat-bath modes, with the parameter α measuring the strength of the dissipation,
and the exponent ζ characterizing the type of the dissipation, as in the first model
[see Eq. (2.3)].
2.2. CLASSICAL PERCOLATION THEORY. We now briefly summa-
rize the results of percolation theory [53] to the extent necessary for our purposes.
Consider a regular d-dimensional lattice in which each site is removed at ran-
dom with probability p.† For small p, the resulting diluted lattice is still connected
in the sense that there is a cluster of connected nearest neighbor sites (called the
percolating cluster) that spans the entire system. For large p, on the other hand, a
percolating cluster does not exist. Instead, the lattice is made up of many isolated
clusters consisting of just a few sites.
In the thermodynamic limit of infinite system volume, the two regimes are
separated by a sharp geometric phase transition at the percolation threshold p = pc.
The behavior of the lattice close to pc can be understood as a geometric critical
†In agreement with Subsec. 2.1, we define p as the fraction of sites removed rather than the
















































Figure 2.1: (Color online) Schematic ground state phase diagram of the diluted dissi-
pative quantum Ising model Eq. (2.2) for fixed values of ζ < 1, ωc, and J .
The three panels show three cuts through the three-dimensional param-
eter space of dilution p, transverse field hx, and dissipation strength α.
(a) α–p phase diagram at a fixed transverse field hx with hx > h∞(α = 0)
such that the dissipationless system is in the paramagnetic phase. This
phase diagram also applies to the rotor model Eq. (2.4). (b) hx–p phase
diagram at a fixed dissipation strength α. (c) hx–α phase diagram at
fixed dilution p < pc. CSPM refers to the cluster super-paramagnetic
phase, transition (i) denotes the smeared generic (field or dissipation-
driven) quantum phase transition, and (ii) and (iii) denote the percolation
quantum phase transitions in the two regimes with or without dynamic
clusters, respectively.
phenomenon. The order parameter is the probability P∞ of a site to belong to the
infinite connected percolation cluster. It is obviously zero in the disconnected phase
(p > pc) and nonzero in the percolating phase (p < pc). Close to pc, it varies as
P∞ ∼ |p− pc|
βc (p < pc) (2.5)
where βc is the order parameter critical exponent of classical percolation. (We use a
subscript c to distinguish quantities associated with the lattice percolation transition
from those of the quantum phase transitions discussed below). In addition to the
infinite cluster, we also need to characterize the finite clusters on both sides of the
percolation threshold. Their typical size, the correlation or connectedness length ξc,
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diverges as
ξc ∼ |p− pc|
−νc (2.6)
with νc the correlation length exponent. The average mass Sc (number of sites) of a
finite cluster diverges with the susceptibility exponent γc according to
Sc ∼ |p− pc|
−γc . (2.7)
The complete information about the percolation critical behavior is contained
in the cluster size distribution ns, i.e., the number of clusters with s sites excluding
the infinite cluster (normalized by the total number of lattice sites). Close to the
percolation threshold, it obeys the scaling form
ns(p) = s
−τcf [(p− pc)s
σc ] . (2.8)
Here, τc and σc are critical exponents. The scaling function f(x) is analytic for small














(x < 0), (2.10)
where B1 and B2 are constants of order unity. The classical percolation exponents
are determined by τc and σc: the correlation lengths exponent νc = (τc − 1)/(dσc),
the order parameter exponent βc = (τc − 2)/σc, and the susceptibility exponent
γc = (3− τc)/σc.
Right at the percolation threshold, the cluster size distribution does not con-
tain a characteristic scale, ns ∼ s
−τc , yielding a fractal critical percolation cluster of
fractal dimension Df = d/(τc − 1).
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2.3. PHASE DIAGRAMS. Let us now discuss in a qualitative fashion the
phase diagrams of the models introduced in Subsec. 2.1, beginning with the diluted
dissipative quantum Ising model Eq. (2.2). If we fix the bath parameters ζ and ωc
and measure all energies in terms of the exchange interaction J , we still need to
explore the phases in the three-dimensional parameter space of transverse field hx,
dissipation strength α and dilution p. A sketch of the phase diagram is shown in Fig.
2.1. For sufficiently large transverse field and/or sufficiently weak dissipation, the
ground state is paramagnetic for all values of the dilution p. This is the conventional
paramagnetic phase that can be found for hx > h∞(α) or, correspondingly, for α <
α∞(hx). Here, h∞(α) is the transverse field at which the undiluted bulk system
undergoes the transition at fixed α while α∞(hx) is its critical dissipation strength at
fixed hx.
The behavior for hx < h∞(α) [or α > α∞(hx)] depends on the dilution p. It
is clear that magnetic long-range order is impossible for p > pc, because the lattice
consists of finite-size clusters that are completely decoupled from each other. Each of
these clusters acts as an independent magnetic moment. For hx < h∞(α) and p > pc,
the system is thus in a cluster super-paramagnetic phase.
Let us consider a single cluster of s sites in more detail. For small trans-
verse fields, its low-energy physics is equivalent to that of a sub-Ohmic spin-boson
model, i.e., a single effective Ising spin (whose moment is proportional to s) in
an effective transverse-field hx(s) ∼ hxe
−Bs with B ∼ ln(J/hx) and coupled to a
sub-Ohmic bath with an effective dissipation strength αs = sα [89, 103]. With
increasing dissipation strength and/or decreasing transverse field, this sub-Ohmic
spin-boson model undergoes a quantum phase transition from a fluctuating to a lo-
calized (frozen) ground state [29]. This implies that sufficiently large percolation
clusters are in the localized phase, i.e., they behave as classical moments. The
cluster super-paramagnetic phase thus consists of two regimes. If the transverse
field is not too small, h1(α) < hx < h∞(α) [or if the dissipation is not too strong,
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α1(hx) > α > α∞(hx)], static and dynamic clusters coexist. Here, h1(α) is the critical
field of a single spin in a bath of dissipation strength α while α1(hx) is its critical
dissipation strength in a given field hx. In contrast, for hx < h1(α) [or α > α1(hx)],
all clusters are frozen, and the system behaves purely classically.
Finally, for dilutions p < pc, there is an infinite-spanning percolation cluster
that can support magnetic long-range order. Naively, one might expect that the
critical transverse-field (at fixed dissipation strength α) decreases with dilution p be-
cause the spins are missing neighbors. However, in our case of sub-Ohmic dissipation,
rare vacancy-free spatial regions can undergo the quantum phase transition indepen-
dently from the bulk system. As a consequence, the field-driven transition [transition
(i) in Fig. 2.1] is smeared, [46, 47] and the ordered phase extends all the way to the
clean critical field h∞(α) for all p < pc. Analogous arguments apply to the critical
dissipation strength at fixed transverse field hx.
The infinite percolation cluster coexists with a spectrum of isolated finite-
size clusters whose behavior depends on the transverse field and dissipation strength.
Analogous to the super-paramagnetic phase discussed above, the ordered phase thus
consists of two regimes. For h1(α) < hx < h∞(α) [or α1(hx) > α > α∞(hx)], static
(frozen) and dynamic clusters coexist with the long-range-ordered infinite cluster. For
hx < h1(α) [or α > α1(hx)], all clusters are frozen, and the system behaves classically.
The phase diagram of the diluted quantum rotor model with sub-Ohmic dissi-
pation (2.4) can be discussed along the same lines. After fixing the bath parameters
ζ and ωc and measuring all energies in terms of the exchange interaction J , we are
left with two parameters, the dilution p and the dissipation strength α. The zero-
temperature behavior of a single quantum rotor coupled to a sub-Ohmic bath is
analogous to that of the corresponding quantum Ising spin. With increasing dissi-
pation strength, the rotor undergoes a quantum phase transition from a fluctuating
to a localized ground state. This follows, for instance, from mapping [3] the sub-
Ohmic quantum rotor model onto a one-dimensional classical Heisenberg chain with
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an interaction that falls off more slowly than 1/r2. This model is known to have an
ordered phase for sufficiently strong interactions [108]. As a result, all the arguments
used above to discuss the phase diagram of the diluted sub-Ohmic transverse-field
Ising model carry over to the rotor model Eq. (2.4). The α–p phase diagram of the
rotor model thus agrees with the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.1(a).
In the following sections, we investigate the percolation quantum phase tran-
sitions of the models Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4), i.e., the transitions occurring when the
dilution p is tuned through the lattice percolation threshold pc. These transitions are
marked in Fig. 2.1 by (ii) and (iii).
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3. DILUTED QUANTUM ROTOR MODEL IN THE LARGE-N LIMIT
In this section, we focus on the diluted dissipative quantum rotor model in the
large-N limit of an infinite number of order-parameter components. In this limit, the
problem turns into a self-consistent Gaussian model. Consequently, all calculations
can be performed explicitly.
3.1. SINGLE PERCOLATION CLUSTER. We begin by considering a
single percolation cluster of s sites. For α > α∞, this cluster is locally in the ordered
phase. Following Refs. [109, 110], it can therefore be described as a single large-N
rotor with moment s coupled to a sub-Ohmic dissipative bath of strength αs = sα.










where Γn = + sαω
1−ζ
c |ωn|
ζ, ψ represents one rotor component and Hz is an external
field conjugate to the order parameter.
In the large-N limit, the renormalized distance  from criticality of the cluster
is fixed by the large-N (spherical) constraint 〈|ψ(τ)|2〉 = 1. In terms of the Fourier




ψ˜(ωn) exp [−iωnτ ], (2.12)












Solving this equation gives the renormalized distance from criticality  as a function
of the cluster size s.
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At zero temperature and field, the sum over the Matsubara frequencies turns











(We denote the renormalized distance from criticality at zero temperature and field
by 0.) The critical size sc above which the cluster freezes can be found by setting
0 = 0 and performing the integral (2.14). This gives
sc = 1/ [piα(1− ζ)] . (2.15)
As we are interested in the critical behavior of the clusters, we now solve the
constraint equation for cluster sizes close to the critical one, sc − s  sc. This can
be accomplished by subtracting the constraints at s and sc from each other. We need
to distinguish two cases: 1/2 < ζ < 1 and ζ < 1/2. In the first case, the resulting
integral can be easily evaluated after moving the cut-off ωc to infinity. This gives
0 = αsc[−ζ sin(pi/ζ)α(sc − s)]
ζ/(1−ζ)ωc (for ζ > 1/2). (2.16)
In the second case, ζ < 1/2, we can evaluate Eq. (2.14) via a straight Taylor expansion
in (sc − s). This results in
0 = α
2scpi(1− 2ζ)(sc − s)ωc (for ζ < 1/2). (2.17)
It will be useful to rewrite Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) in a more compact manner:
0(s) = [Aζ(1− s/sc)]
x/(1−x)ωc, (2.18)
where Aζ = −(αsc)
1/ζζ sin(pi/ζ) for ζ > 1/2, and Aζ = (αsc)
2pi(1 − 2ζ) for ζ < 1/2,
and x = max{1/2, ζ}.
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In order to compute thermodynamic quantities, we will also need the value
of (s) at non zero temperature. The constraint equation for small but nonzero
temperature can be obtained by keeping the ωn = 0 term in the frequency sum of













Solving this equation for asymptotically low temperatures results in the following
behaviors. For clusters larger than the critical size, s > sc,  vanishes linearly with






For smaller clusters (s < sc), low temperatures only lead to a small correction
of the zero-temperature behavior 0. Writing (T ) = 0 + δT , we obtain δ =
[s/(sc − s)][x/(1− x)]. Clusters with sizes close to the critical one show a crossover




0(1 + δT/0) (for 0  T ),
T (otherwise),
(2.20)






The constraint equation at zero temperature but in a nonzero ordering field
Hz can be solved analogously [110]. For asymptotically small fields, we find (Hz) =
sHz[s/(s− sc)]




2x]1/(1+x), and for s < sc we obtain (Hz) = 0 + δ(sHz)
2/0. Larger






2] (for 0  Hz),
Hz (otherwise),
(2.21)







Observables of a single cluster can now be determined by taking the appropri-



























respectively, where  is given by the solution of constraint equation discussed above.
(Note that the contribution of a cluster of size s to the uniform susceptibility is
proportional to s2). Therefore, in the above two limiting cases, we can write the
uniform and static susceptibility of a cluster of size s < sc as a function of temperature
as follows
χcl(T ) ≈ s
2/(T ). (2.26)
Large clusters (s > sc) behave classically, χcl ≈ s(s − sc)/T , at low-temperatures.
Finally, for the critical ones χcl ≈ s
2/T .
In order to calculate the retarded susceptibility χcl(ω), we need to analyti-
cally continue the Matsubara susceptibility by performing a Wick rotation to real
frequency, iωn → ω + i0. The resulting dynamical susceptibility reads
χcl(ω) =
s2
+ αω1−ζc |ω|ζ [cos(piζ/2)− i sin(piζ/2)sgn(ω)]
. (2.27)
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Using Eq. (2.21), the single cluster magnetization in a small ordering constant
field Hz is given by








Thermal properties (at zero field) can be computed by using the “remarkable
formulas” derived by Ford et al., [81] which express the free energy (the internal
energy) of a quantum oscillator in a heat bath in terms of its susceptibility and
the free energy (internal energy) of the free oscillator. For our model, they read,
respectively

























Here, Ff (ω, T ) = T ln[2 sinh(ω/(2T ))] and Uf (ω, T ) = (ω/2) coth(ω/(2T )). The extra
µ terms stem from the Lagrange multiplier enforcing the large-N constraint [110].
The entropy Scl = (Ucl−Fcl)/T can be calculated simply by inserting Eq. (2.27)
into Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) and computing the resulting integral. For the dynamical













c ), the entropy becomes weakly dependent on T . ‡.
‡For ζ < 1/2 it has a logarithmic T -dependence, while for ζ > 1/2 its dependence on T is even
weaker [110]
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3.2. COMPLETE SYSTEM. After discussing the behavior of a single
percolation-cluster, we now turn to the full diluted lattice model. The low-energy den-
sity of states of the dynamic clusters ρdy() =
∑
s<sc
nsδ(− 0(s)) is obtained com-














where s() is the size of a cluster with renormalized distance  from criticality [which
can be obtained inverting Eq. (2.18)]. Notice that ρdy shows no dependence on  in
the case ζ < 1/2. In particular, it does not diverge with  → 0, in contrast to the
case ζ > 1/2.
We now discuss the physics at the percolation transition, starting with the
total magnetization m. We have to distinguish the contributions mdy from dynamical
clusters, mst from frozen finite-size clusters, and m∞ from the infinite percolation
cluster, if any. For zero ordering field Hz, mdy vanishes, because the dynamic clusters
fluctuate between up and down. The frozen finite-size clusters individually have a
non-zero magnetization, but it sums up to zero (mst = 0), because they do not align
coherently for Hz = 0. Hence, the only coherent contribution to the total magne-
tization is m∞. Since the infinite cluster is long-range ordered for small transverse
field hx < h∞(α), its magnetization is proportional to the number P∞ of sites in the
infinite cluster, giving




βc (for p < pc),
0 (for p > pc).
(2.34)
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The magnetization critical exponent β is therefore given by its classical lattice perco-
lation value βc. In response to an infinitesimally small ordering field Hz, the frozen
finite-size clusters align at zero temperature, leading to a jump in m(Hz) at Hz = 0.
The magnitude of the jump is given by mst =
∑
s>sc
ns. At the percolation threshold,
mst ≈ (1 − pc)s
2−τc
c , and it vanishes exponentially for both p → 0 and p → 1. The
total magnetization in an infinitesimal field (given by m∞+mst) is analytic at p = pc,
and only clusters with sizes below sc are not polarized.
To estimate the contribution mdy of the dynamic clusters, we integrate the
magnetization of a single cluster Eq. (2.28) over the DOS given in Eq. (2.33). For









where nsc is the density of critical clusters, and Cζ = A
−3ζ/(1+ζ)
ζ ζ/(2ζ − 1). For



















where θ0 is a cut-off energy.
Because the three contributions to the magnetization have different field-
dependence, the system shows unconventional hysteresis effects. The infinite cluster
has a regular hysteresis loop (for p < pc), the finite-size frozen clusters do not show
hysteresis, but they contribute jumps in m(Hz) at Hz = 0, and the dynamic clusters
contribute a continuous but singular term (see Fig. 3.1).
The low-temperature susceptibility is dominated by the contribution χst of the













Figure 3.1: (Color online) The magnetization as a function of dilution p for different
ordering field Hz at absolute zero. The solid line is the magnetization at
Hz = 0 (The contribution of the infinite cluster only). The dashed line is
for an infinitesimal field and the remaining ones represents stronger fields.
Insets dysplay the histerisis curves in the (i) ordered and (ii) disordered
phases.












For p → 0 and p → 1, the prefactor of the Curie term vanishes exponentially. The
infinite cluster contribution χ∞ remains finite (per site) for T → 0, because the
infinite cluster is in the ordered phase.
To determine the contribution χdy of the dynamical clusters, we integrate the
single-cluster susceptibility Eq. (2.26) over the low-energy DOS in Eq. (2.33). For













with C ′ζ = A
−2ζ
















The retarded susceptibility of the fluctuating clusters can be obtained by in-























−2]. We notice that Imχdy has
no ω-dependence for ζ < 1/2.
Finally, we consider the heat capacity. The dynamical cluster contribution
can be obtained by summing the single-cluster heat capacity Eq. (2.32) over ρdy(),
yielding Cdy ∼ nscsc (T/ωc)
1−ζ for ζ > 1/2 and Cdy ∼ nscsc (T/ωc)
ζ for ζ < 1/2.
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4. BEYOND THE LARGE-N LIMIT: SCALING APPROACH
In the last subsection, we have studied the percolation quantum phase tran-
sition of the diluted sub-Ohmic rotor model Eq. (2.4) in the large-N limit. Let us
now go beyond the large-N limit and consider the rotor model with a finite number
of components as well as the quantum Ising model Eq. (2.2).
We begin by analyzing a single percolation cluster of s sites. For strong dis-
sipation α > α∞ (or weak fluctuations hx < h∞), this cluster can be treated as a
compact object that fluctuates in (imaginary) time only. As pointed out in Sec. 2.3,
in the presence of sub-Ohmic dissipation, such a cluster undergoes a continuous quan-
tum phase transition from a fluctuating to a localized phase as a function of increasing
dissipation strength or, equivalently, cluster size s.
Even though the critical behavior of this quantum phase transition is not
exactly solvable, we can still write down a scaling description of the cluster free
energy
Fcl(r,Hz, T ) = b
−1Fcl(rb
1/(νszs), Hzb
ys , T b) (2.41)
where r = αs − αc = (s − sc)α is the distance from criticality, b is an arbitrary
scale factor, and νszs and ys are the critical exponents of the single-cluster quantum
phase transition. (We use a subscript s to distinguish the single-cluster exponents
from those associated with the percolation quantum phase transition of the diluted
lattice.)
Normally, one would expect the two exponents νszs and ys to be independent.
However, because the sub-Ohmic damping corresponds to a long-range interaction in
time, the exponent η takes the mean-field value 2 − ζ for all ζ [83, 111, 112]. This
also fixes the exponent ys in Eq. (2.41) to be ys = (1 + ζ)/2. Thus, there is only one
independent exponent in addition to ζ ; in the following we choose the susceptibility
exponent γs. This implies, via the usual scaling relations, that the correlation time
exponent is given by νszs = γs/ζ .
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The values of the cluster exponents in the large-N case of Sec. 3. are given
by γs = ζ/(1 − ζ) and νszs = 1/(1 − ζ). In the general case of finite-N rotors and
for the quantum Ising model, they can be found numerically. Notice the scaling form
of the free energy Eq. (2.41) applies to bath exponents ζ > 1/2. For ζ < 1/2, the
single-cluster critical behavior is mean-field-like.
The behavior of single-cluster observables close to the (single-cluster) quantum
critical point can now be obtained by taking the appropriate derivatives of the free
energy Eq. (2.41). For example, the static magnetic susceptibility at T = 0 and
Hz = 0 behaves as
χ(r, ω = 0) ∼ r−γs . (2.42)
Using this result, we can derive a generalization of the probability distribution ρdy()




ds ns δ [− c(sc − s)
γs ] ∼ nsc 
(1−γs)/γs (2.43)
right at the percolation threshold. In the large-N limit, γs = ζ/(1 − ζ) implying
ρdy() ∼ 
(1−2ζ)/ζ in agreement with the explicit result in Eq. (2.33).
Let us now discuss how the properties of the percolation quantum phase transi-
tion in the general case differ from those obtained in the large-N limit in Sec. 3.2. We
focus on the case ζ > 1/2. If the single-cluster critical behavior is of mean-field type
(ζ < 1/2), the functional forms of the results in Sec. 3.2 are not modified at all. The
total magnetization is the sum of the magnetization m∞ of the infinite percolation
cluster, mst stemming from the large (s > sc) frozen percolation clusters, and mdy
provided by the dynamic clusters having s < sc. Both m∞ and mst are completely
independent of the single-cluster critical behavior. The behavior of the spontaneous
(zero-field) magnetization across the percolation transition in the general case is thus
identical to that of the large-N limit [see Eq. (2.34) and Fig. 3.1]. In contrast, the
magnetization–magnetic field curve of the dynamic clusters does depend on the value
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of γs. Integrating the single cluster-magnetization of all dynamic clusters [in analogy




In the large-N limit, this recovers the result Eq. (2.35), as expected.
The low-temperature susceptibility can be discussed along the same lines. The
contributions χ∞ and χst do not depend on the single-cluster critical behavior. Inte-
grating the single-cluster susceptibility over all dynamic clusters using (2.43) yields
(at p = pc)
χdy ∼ T
(1−γs)ζ/γs . (2.45)
If we use the large-N value of γs, we reproduce Eq. (2.38).
The scaling ansatz Eq. (2.41) for the single-cluster free energy thus allows
us to discuss the complete thermodynamics across the percolation quantum phase
transition. Dynamic quantities can be analyzed in the same manner. For example,
the scaling form of the single-cluster dynamic susceptibility reads
χcl(r,Hz, T, ω) = b
2ys−1χcl(rb
1/(νszs), Hzb
ys, T b, ωb) (2.46)
The contribution of the fluctuating clusters to the low-temperature dynamic suscepti-
bility can be found by integrating the single-cluster contribution over the distribution
Eq. (2.43). This leads to
Imχdy(ω) ∼ |ω|
(1−γs)ζ/γs sgn(ω) . (2.47)
In the large-N limit this corresponds to Imχdy(ω) ∼ |ω|
1−2ζ sgn(ω) in agreement with
Eq. (2.40) for ζ > 1/2.
In summary, even though the critical behavior is not exactly solvable for finite-
N rotors and quantum Ising models, we can express the properties of the percolation
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quantum phase transition in terms of a single independent exponent of the single-
cluster problem (which can be found, e.g., numerically).
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the effects of local sub-Ohmic dissipation on the quantum
phase transition across the lattice percolation threshold of diluted quantum Ising and
rotor models. Experimentally, such local dissipation (with various spectral densities)
can be realized, e.g., in molecular magnets weakly coupled to nuclear spins [105, 106]
or in magnetic nanoparticles in an insulating host [107]. Further potential applications
include diluted two-level atoms in optical lattices coupled to an electromagnetic field,
random arrays of tunneling impurities in crystalline solids or, in the future, large sets
of coupled qubits in noisy environments.
As even a single spin or rotor undergoes a localization quantum phase tran-
sition for sufficiently strong sub-Ohmic damping, the quantum dynamics of large
percolation clusters in the diluted lattice freezes completely. The coexistence of these
frozen clusters which effectively behave as classical magnetic moments and smaller
fluctuating clusters, if any, leads to unusual properties of the percolation quantum
phase transition. In this final section, we put our results into broader perspective.
Let us compare the three different quantum phase transitions separating the
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases [transitions (i), (ii), and (iii) in Fig. 2.1]. The
generic transition (i) occurs as a function of transverse field or dissipation strength
for p < pc. This transition is smeared by the mechanism of Ref. [46] because rare
vacancy-free spatial regions can undergo the quantum phase transition independently
from the bulk system. For p < pc, these rare regions are weakly coupled leading to
magnetic long-range order instead of a quantum Griffiths phase [47, 98].
In contrast, the percolation transitions (ii) and (iii) are not smeared but sharp.
The reason is that different percolation clusters are completely decoupled for p > pc.
Thus, even if some of these clusters have undergone the (localization) quantum phase
transition and display local order, their local magnetizations do not align, leading to
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an incoherent contribution to the global magnetization. Deviations from a pure per-
colation scenario change this conclusion. If the interaction has long-range tails (even
very weak ones), different frozen clusters will be coupled, and their magnetizations
align coherently. This leads to a smearing of the dilution-driven transition analogous
to that of the transition (i). However, if the long-range tail of the interaction is weak,
the effects of the smearing become important at the lowest energies only. What is
the difference between the percolation transitions (ii) and (iii) in Fig. 2.1? If all
percolation clusters are frozen [transitions (iii)] low-temperature observables behave
purely classically. If large frozen and smaller dynamic clusters coexist [transitions
(ii)] quantum fluctuations contribute to the observables at the percolation transition.
We now compare the case of sub-Ohmic dissipation considered here to the
cases of Ohmic and super-Ohmic dissipation as well as the dissipationless case. To
do so, we need to distinguish the quantum Ising model and the rotor model.
The percolation transitions of the dissipationless and super-Ohmic rotor mod-
els display conventional critical behavior, but with critical exponents that differ from
the classical percolation exponents [109]. (This holds for the particle-hole symmet-
ric case in which complex Berry phase terms are absent from the action [90]). In
the Ohmic rotor model, the percolation transition displays activated scaling as at
infinite-randomness critical points [109].
For the diluted quantum Ising model, the percolation transition displays ac-
tivated scaling already in the dissipationless [89] and super-Ohmic cases [98]. In the
presence of Ohmic dissipation, sufficiently large percolation clusters can undergo the
localization transition independently from the bulk. The resulting percolation tran-
sition [103] is similar to the one discussed in the present paper, it shows unusual
properties due to an interplay of frozen and dynamic percolation clusters.
All these results suggest that quantum phase transitions across the lattice
percolation threshold can be classified analogously to generic disordered phase transi-
tions, [30, 91] (provided the order parameter action does not contain complex terms).
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If a single finite-size percolation cluster is below the lower critical dimension of the
problem, it can not undergo a phase transition independent of the bulk system. The
resulting percolation transition displays conventional critical behavior (this is the case
for the dissipationless and super-Ohmic rotor models). If a single finite-size cluster
can undergo the transition by itself (i.e., it is above the lower critical dimension of
the problem), the resulting percolation transition is unconventional with some ob-
servables behaving classically while others are influenced by quantum fluctuations.
This scenario applies to the sub-Ohmic models studied in this paper as well as the
Ohmic quantum Ising model. Finally, if a single percolation cluster is right at the
lower critical dimension (but does not undergo a phase transition), the percolation
quantum phase transition shows activated critical behavior. This scenario applies to
the dissipationless quantum Ising model as well as the Ohmic quantum rotor model.
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III. MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS OF THE DISSIPATIVE
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ABSTRACT∗
We study the influence of Ohmic dissipation on the random transverse-field Ising
chain by means of large-scale Monte-Carlo simulations. To this end, we first map
the Hamiltonian onto a classical Ising model with long-range 1/τ 2 interaction in the
time-like direction. We then apply the highly efficient cluster algorithm proposed by
Luijten and Blo¨te for system with long-range interactions. Our simulations show that
Ohmic dissipation destroys the infinite-randomness quantum critical point of the dis-
sipationless system. Instead, the quantum phase transition between the paramagnetic
and ferromagnetic phases is smeared. We compare our results to recent predictions
of a strong-disorder renormalization group approach, and we discuss generalizations
to higher dimensions as well as experiments.
∗All of this section is reproduced from the manuscript (e-printed version, arXiv:submit/0768523).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dissipation and disorder are two phenomena that can qualitatively change
the properties of quantum phase transitions. Dissipation alone can cause a finite-
size quantum system to undergo a transition. For example, the spin-boson model, a
two-level system coupled to a dissipative bath of harmonic oscillators, undergoes a
quantum phase transition from a fluctuating phase to a localized phase as the dissi-
pation strength increases. [27, 28] Similar quantum phase transitions occur in other
quantum impurity models.[61] In extended systems, the addition of dissipation can
change the universality class of the transition. [113] Dissipation plays a particularly
important role for quantum phase transitions in metallic systems because the order
parameter fluctuations are damped by the coupling to gapless particle-hole excita-
tions. [17, 19, 21]
Quenched disorder comprises impurities, defects, and other types of imperfec-
tions. It can change the order of a transition from first-order to continuous, [114,
115, 116, 117] and it can modify the critical behavior, resulting in a different uni-
versality class. [33] Moreover, at some quantum phase transitions, disorder leads to
exotic exponential scaling [39, 40] and to quantum Griffiths singularities [86, 118] in
the vicinity of the transition point (see Refs. [30, 31] for recent reviews).
If disorder and dissipation occur simultaneously in a system undergoing a
quantum phase transition, even stronger effects can be expected. The dissipative
random transverse-field Ising chain is a prototypical microscopic model for studying
these phenomena. Due to the disorder, this system contains rare large strongly cou-
pled regions that are locally in the ferromagnetic phase while the bulk system is still
paramagnetic. Each of these locally ferromagnetic regions acts as a quantum two-level
system. In the presence of (Ohmic) dissipation, the quantum dynamics of sufficiently
large such regions completely freezes as they undergo the localization transition of
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the Ohmic spin-boson model. Because each rare region freezes independently from
the rest of the system, the global quantum phase transition is smeared. [46]
Going beyond these heuristic arguments, Schehr and Rieger [96, 97] developed
a numerical strong-disorder renormalization group approach to the dissipative ran-
dom transverse-field Ising chain. They confirmed the smeared transition scenario but
focused on the pseudo-critical point found at intermediate energies. Later, Hoyos and
Vojta [47, 98] developed a complete analytic theory by means of a slightly modified
renormalization group method. This theory becomes controlled in the strong-disorder
limit but its validity for weaker disorder requires independent verification.
In the present paper, we therefore perform large-scale Monte-Carlo simulations
of the dissipative random transverse-field Ising chain. Our goals are to test the
predictions of the strong-disorder renormalization group theory of Refs. [47, 98] and to
determine to what extent it applies to moderately or even weakly disordered systems.
Our paper is organized as follows. We define the quantum Hamiltonian in Sec. 2.
and map it onto an anisotropic two-dimensional classical Ising model. In Sec. 3.,
we describe our simulation method and report the numerical results. We conclude
in Sec. 4. by discussing generalizations to higher dimensions as well as experimental
applications.
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2. MODEL AND QUANTUM-TO-CLASSICAL MAPPING
The Hamiltonian of the dissipative random transverse-field Ising chain consists
of three parts,
H = HI +HB +HC . (3.1)














where σzi and σ
x
i are Pauli matrices representing the spin at lattice site i. Ji is the
nearest-neighbor interaction between sites i and i+ 1 while hi is the transverse field
acting on site i.
HB represents the Hamiltonians of independent harmonic oscillator baths (one











Here, ωk,i is the frequency of the k-th oscillator coupled to the spin at site i, and ak,i
and a†k,i are the usual annihilation and creation operators.













with λk,i denoting the strength of the interaction.
The character and strength of the dissipation provided by the oscillator baths




λ2k,iδ (ω − ωk,i) . (3.5)
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s (ω < ωc) . (3.6)
Here, ωc is a high-energy cutoff, and αi is a dimensionless measure of the dissipation
strength. The value of the exponent s determines the qualitative character of the
dissipation. Superohmic baths (s > 1) are weak, they cannot induce a localization
transition of a single spin. The experimentally important Ohmic dissipation (s = 1)
constitutes the marginal case: If the dissipation strength α is sufficiently large, an
Ohmic baths can localize a single spin via a Kosterlitz-Thouless impurity quantum
phase transition. Subohmic dissipation (s < 1) is even stronger, it also induces a
single-spin localization transition. In this paper, we mostly consider Ohmic dissipa-
tion, but we will comment on the other types in the concluding section. Moreover,
we restrict ourselves to the experimentally most interesting case of the bath cutoff ωc
being the largest energy, ωc  hi, Ji.
As we are interested in the disordered, random version of the Hamiltonian
(3.1), we allow the interactions Ji, the transverse fields hi, and the dissipation strengths
αi to be independent random variables.
To apply our Monte-Carlo method, we now map the one-dimensional quan-
tum Hamiltonian (3.1) onto a two-dimensional classical Ising model. This can be
done using standard techniques, for example using a Feynman path integral [79] rep-
resentation of the partition function or a transfer matrix method. [3] After integrating












|τ − τ ′|1+s
Si,τSi,τ ′ . (3.7)
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Here, Si,τ = ±1 are classical Ising variables, i indexes the space direction and τ
indexes the imaginary time-like direction. The long-range interaction in the time
direction in the last term results from integrating out the dissipative baths. The
coefficients Jxi , J
τ
i , and α¯i are determined by the parameters of the original quantum
Hamiltonian. In the following, we treat these coefficients as fixed constants and drive
the transition by varying the classical temperature T (which is not identical to the
temperature of the original quantum system which is zero).
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3. MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS
3.1. METHOD AND PARAMETERS. We performed large-scale Monte
Carlo simulations of the classical Hamiltonian (3.7) for the case of Ohmic dissipation,
s = 1. To overcome the critical slowing down near the phase transition, we used the
Wolff cluster algorithm. [119]
The long-range interaction in the time-like direction (last term of the classical
Hamiltonian (3.7)) poses additional problems. A straightforward implementation of
the Wolff algorithm for this Hamiltonian is not very efficient. When building a cluster,
all spins interacting with a given site need to be considered for addition to the cluster,
not just the nearest neighbor sites as in the case of short-range interactions. As a
result, the numerical effort scales quadratically with the number of sites in the time-
like direction rather then linearly. This problem is overcome by a clever version of
the Wolff algorithm due to Luijten and Blo¨te [120] that leads to linear scaling of the
numerical effort with system size, independent of the interaction range. We used this
algorithm for all our simulations (except for a few test runs in which we compared
its results to that of straightforward implementations of the Wolff and Metropolis
algorithms).
We simulated systems with linear sizes of up L = 10000 in space direction
and Lτ = 6000 in time direction. The results are averages over large numbers of
disorder realizations (from 200 to 2000 depending on system size). Each sample was
equilibrated using 200 Monte-Carlo sweeps (spin flips per site). After that, observ-
ables were measured once every sweep for a total measurement period of 200 to 10000
sweeps, again depending on system size.
Quenched disorder was introduced into our simulations by making the inter-
actions Jxi in the space direction independent random variables governed by a binary
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probability distribution
P (Jx) = (1− p) δ(Jx − 1) + p δ(Jx − c) (3.8)
where p is the concentration of weak bonds and 0 < c ≤ 1 is their interaction energy.
We fixed these parameters at p = 0.8 and c = 0.25. The interactions in time direction
were taken to be uniform Jτi ≡ J
τ , as were the dissipation strengths α¯i ≡ α¯.
To test the predictions of the strong-disorder renormalization group theory, [47,
98] we considered two different parameter sets. (i) Strong dissipation, α¯ = 1. In this
case, we neglected the short-range part of the interaction in the time direction (i.e.,
we set Jτ = 0) as it is irrelevant for the critical behavior. (ii) Weak dissipation.
To study the crossover from the infinite-randomness criticality of the dissipationless
model, we set Jτ = 1 and varied α¯ from 0 to 0.5. All simulations were performed on
the Pegasus II computer cluster at Missouri S&T.
3.2. RESULTS FOR STRONG DISSIPATION. In this section we dis-
cuss results for the case α¯ = 1 and Jτ = 0. To test our implementation of the Luijten-
Blo¨te algorithm, [120] we first considered a clean system with zero concentration of
weak bonds (p = 0). We analyzed the finite-size scaling behavior of the magnetization
m, the magnetic susceptibility χ as well as the Binder cumulant g = 1−〈m4〉/(3〈m2〉2)
close to the transition temperature T 0c ≈ 3.98. Results for the Binder cumulant and
the magnetization are presented in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. Both quantities display high-
quality scaling as does the susceptibility (not shown). The resulting critical exponents,
ν = 0.638, z = 1.98, β = 0.319, and γ = 1.27 agree with literature values for the
dissipative transverse-field Ising chain. [113]
We note that the correlation length exponent violates the Harris criterion [33]
d⊥ν > 2. Here, d⊥ = 1 is the number of “random dimensions” which differs from the
total dimensionality d = 2 of the classical model (3.7) because the disorder is perfectly
correlated in the time-like direction. The violation of Harris’ inequality suggests that
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Figure 3.1: (Color online) Finite-size scaling of the Binder cumulant g for the classical
Hamiltonian (3.7) with α¯ = 1 and Jτ = 0 in the clean limit p = 0 giving
a correlation length critical exponent ν = 0.638. The inset shows the raw
data which give a high-quality crossing at T 0c ≈ 3.98. The sample shapes
(L vs. Lτ ) reflect the dynamical exponent value z = 1.98.































Figure 3.2: (Color online) Finite-size scaling of the magnetization m for the classical
Hamiltonian (3.7) with α¯ = 1 and Jτ = 0 in the clean limit p = 0 giving
an order parameter critical exponent β = 0.319. The inset shows the
same data on a logarithmic scale.
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weak disorder is a relevant perturbation at the clean critical point; the character of
the transition is thus expected to change upon the introduction of disorder.
In addition to providing a test of our numerical algorithm, the clean system
simulations also give us a value for the upper Griffiths temperature Tu for later use
in the analysis of the disordered case. The upper Griffiths temperature is the tem-
perature above which no (rare) locally ordered regions can exist in the disordered
system. For the binary disorder distribution (3.8), the upper Griffiths temperature is
identical to the critical temperature of an impurity-free system (p = 0). Thus, in our
case Tu = T
0
c ≈ 3.98.
We now turn to our simulations of the disordered case, using p = 0.8 and
c = 0.25 in the binary distribution (3.8). To establish the smeared character of
the phase transition, we analyzed the temperature dependence of the magnetization.
According to the theoretical predictions, [45, 46] the magnetization is expected to
develop an exponential tail of the form
m = m0 exp[−(T
0
c − T )
−ν ] (3.9)
towards the upper Griffiths temperature Tu = T
0
c . Here, ν is the correlation length
exponent of the clean system. This tail forms because sufficiently large individual
rare regions undergo the phase transition independently at different values of the
tuning parameter. (After the quantum-to-classical mapping, these rare regions cor-
respond to “strips” of finite width in the space direction.) To see this phenomenon
in the simulations of finite-size systems requires a careful choice of the simulation
parameters. In particular, the system size Lτ in the time-like direction needs to be
very large to allow for sharp transitions of the individual rare regions to occur. Note
that the smeared transition in the original quantum Hamiltonian (3.1) occurs only in
the zero-temperature limit which corresponds to the limit Lτ → ∞ in the classical
model (3.7). In contrast, the system size L is space direction is not very important
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Figure 3.3: (Color online) Magnetization m vs temperature T for the classical Hamil-
tonian (3.7) with p = 0.8, c = 0.25, α¯ = 1 and Jτ = 0 for a system of size
L = 50, Lτ = 6000, averaged over 200 disorder realizations. m develops
a pronounced tail towards T 0c = 3.98. The solid line is a fit to (3.9).
The semi-log plot of the same data in the inset shows that the theoretical
prediction fits the tail region for almost two orders of magnitude in m.
because the tail of the smeared transition is produced by finite-size rare regions (and
the spatial correlation length remains finite).
Figure 3.3 shows the magnetization as a function of temperature for a system
of size L = 50, Lτ = 6000, averaged over 200 disorder realizations. The data display a
pronounced tail towards the upper Griffiths temperature Tu = T
0
c . We have compared
different system sizes to ensure that this tail is not the result of any remaining finite-
size effects. To compare with the theoretical predictions, we fit the magnetization
in the tail region (temperatures above the inflection point at T ≈ 2.3) to the expo-
nential form (3.9). The numerical data follow the prediction for almost two orders
of magnitude in m (temperatures between 2.3 and 3.2). At higher temperatures, the
numerical magnetization value is dominated by Monte-Carlo noise and thus saturates
at a roughly temperature-independent value. (To suppress this effect, one would need
to use even larger system sizes.)
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Figure 3.4: (Color online) Susceptibility χ vs system size Lτ for the classical Hamil-
tonian (3.7) with p = 0.8, c = 0.25, Jτ = 0, and α¯ = 1 at different values
of the classical temperature T . The spatial system size is L = 3000. The
solid lines are fits to the power-law (3.10).
In addition to the magnetization, we also studied the magnetic susceptibility
in the tail region of the smeared transition. According to the strong-disorder renor-
malization group theory, [47, 98] the temperature dependence of the susceptibility of
the quantum Hamiltonian (3.1) is characterized by a complicated double crossover
(see Fig. 3b of Ref. [98]). At higher temperatures, the physics is dominated by small
clusters that cannot order (or freeze) independently. Thus, they display power-law
quantum Griffiths behavior similar to the dissipationless system. At lower temper-
atures, the relevant clusters become large enough to undergo the localization phase
transition independently, i.e., their quantum dynamics freezes. As a result, each such
region makes a classical Curie contribution to the susceptibility.
Under the quantum-to-classical mapping, the (inverse) temperature in the
quantum Hamiltonian (3.1) maps onto the time-like system size Lτ in the classical
model (3.7). Figure 3.4 thus shows the dependence of the magnetic susceptibility χ on
Lτ for several values of the classical temperature T in the tail region of the smeared
transition. The data can all be fitted well by the power-law relation
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χ ∼ L1−λτ = L
1±1/z′
τ (3.10)
where λ is the usual nonuniversal Griffiths exponent (see, e.g., Ref. [30]) and z′
is the corresponding dynamical exponent in the Griffiths phase. Here, the + sign
in the exponent applies in the ferromagnetic Griffiths phase and the − sign in the
paramagnetic Griffiths phase. For the fit curves in Fig. 3.4, λ ranges from -0.55 at
T = 2.25 to 0.12 at T = 3.0.
The fact that all data in Fig. 3.4 follow (pure) power laws with a monotonously
changing exponent λ suggests that our simulations are still in the transient Griffiths
regime predicted by the strong-disorder renormalization group. They have not yet
reached the asymptotic large-Lτ regime dominated by frozen clusters. In fact, the
data at the highest classical temperature T = 3.0 show a slight upturn for large Lτ
which may indicate the beginning of the crossover to the asymptotic regime.
3.3. CROSSOVER BETWEENTHEDISSIPATIONLESS ANDDIS-
SIPATIVE CASES. The strong-disorder renormalization group theory [47, 98] also
makes detailed predictions for the crossover from the dissipationless to the dissipative
behavior with increasing dissipation strength α. To investigate this crossover numer-
ically, we first analyzed a dissipationless system by setting α¯ = 0 and Jτ = 1. In this
case, the theory predicts a sharp transition governed by an infinite-randomness criti-
cal point. [39, 40] We confirmed this prediction by applying the methods of Ref. [121]
to the case at hand, in agreement with earlier simulation results in the literature. [87]
Specifically, by analyzing the finite-size scaling properties of the susceptibility, we
found the critical temperature of the dissipationless system to be T dlc ≈ 1.414 (see
Fig. 3.5).
We then performed simulations for Jτ = 1 and several values of the dissipation
strength between α¯ = 0.01 and 0.5. The resulting magnetization in the temperature
range T = 1.0 to 3.0 is presented in Fig. 3.6. In this figure, even the magnetization
of the dissipationless system (α¯ = 0), which has a sharp phase transition in the
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Figure 3.5: (Color online) Griffiths dynamical exponent z′ vs temperature T for the
classical Hamiltonian (3.7) with p = 0.8, c = 0.25, and Jτ = 1 in the
absence of dissipation (α¯ = 0). A fit to the expected [40] power law z′ ∼
|T − T dlc |
−1 results in T dlc ≈ 1.414. The inset shows the raw susceptibility
data as a function of the time-like system size Lτ . The spatial system
size is L = 2000, and the data are averaged over 1400 to 2000 disorder
realizations.



















Figure 3.6: (Color online) Magnetization m vs temperature T for the classical Hamil-
tonian (3.7) with p = 0.8, c = 0.25, and Jτ = 1 for several values of the
dissipation strength α¯. The system size is L = 200, Lτ = 10000, and the
data are averaged over 500 disorder realizations. The critical temperature
of the dissipationless system (α¯ = 0) is T dlc ≈ 1.414.
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thermodynamic limit, shows a small “tail.” It stems from the remaining finite-size
effects and can thus not be completely avoided. With increasing dissipation, the
magnetization tail becomes much more pronounced than this finite-size tail, again
lending support to the smeared transition scenario of Refs. [47, 98].
However, a quantitative comparison with the theory of the crossover between
the dissipationless and dissipative cases would require analyzing the weak-dissipation
data (α¯ 1). For these cases, the smearing-induced magnetization tail is masked by
the remaining finite-size effects and can thus not be studied quantitatively. Analogous
problems also hinder the analysis of the magnetic susceptibility. We conclude that
although our weak-dissipation results are in qualitative agreement with the theoretical




To summarize, we investigated the quantum phase transition of a random
transverse-field Ising chain in the presence of Ohmic dissipation. To this end, we first
mapped the quantum Hamiltonian onto a classical two-dimensional Ising model with
long-range (1/τ 2) interactions in the time-like direction. This classical system was
then studied by means of Monte-Carlo simulations using the Luijten/Blo¨te version of
the Wolff cluster algorithm that efficiently deals with the long-range interactions.
Our results provide numerical evidence for the predictions of a recent strong-
disorder renormalization group theory [47, 98] as well as earlier heuristic arguments. [46]
In particular, the simulations confirm that the combined effects of disorder and dis-
sipation lead to a destruction of the sharp quantum phase transition by smearing.
This happens because different spatial regions can undergo the phase transition in-
dependently of the bulk system at different values of the tuning parameter.
For sufficiently strong dissipation (here, α¯ = 1), we could quantitatively com-
pare the simulation data with the theoretical predictions and found them in good
agreement. For weak dissipation, a quantitative comparison was not possible because
the dissipation-induced tail of the smeared transition is small and thus masked by
the remaining finite-size effects in our simulations.
As pointed out in the introduction, the renormalization group theory [47, 98]
becomes controlled in the limit of strong randomness while its applicability to weak
and moderate disorder requires independent verification. The binary distribution
(3.8) used in our simulations constitutes moderate disorder, because ∆Jx/Jx is of
order unity but the distribution is not broad on a logarithmic scale. Our simulations
thus show that a moderately disordered system follows the predictions of the strong-
disorder theory. Moreover, because the clean system violates the Harris criterion
(see Sec. 3.2) weak (bare) disorder will increase under coarse graining. This strongly
suggests that the strong-disorder renormalization group theory governs the transition
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for any nonzero disorder strength. A direct numerical verification for weak disorder
would be computationally expensive because the crossover to the disorder-dominated
behavior would occur at very large system sizes only.
Both the renormalization group theory and the present simulations address the
case of one space dimension. However, many applications of the smeared-transition
scenario are actually in higher-dimensional systems. It is thus useful to discuss what
changes in higher dimensions. The most important insight is that the smearing of
the transition is driven by the freezing of individual finite-size regions of the sample.
This implies that the space dimensionality does not play an important role. We thus
expect that the same smeared-transition scenario applies in all dimensions. To test
this numerically, one could map the d-dimensional dissipative random transverse-field
Ising model to a (d + 1)-dimensional version of the classical Hamiltonian (3.7) and
then apply the methods of this paper. Generalizations to other types of dissipation
(subohmic and superohmic) are also straight forward, they simply lead to different
power-laws in the long-range interaction in the classical Hamiltonian (3.7). The
Luijten-Blo¨te algorithm [120] can be applied in all of these cases.
The most important experimental realizations of smeared quantum phase tran-
sitions can arguably be found in disordered metallic magnets. The standard approach
to magnetic quantum phase transitions in Fermi liquids [17, 21] leads to an order-
parameter field theory with a structure similar to our classical Hamiltonian (3.7). In
particular, the order-parameter fluctuations experience Ohmic damping reflected in a
long-range 1/τ 2 interaction in the imaginary time direction. Recently, indications of
frozen local clusters have been observed [122, 123] near the ferromagnetic quantum
phase transition in Ni1−xVx. Moreover, the ferromagnetic quantum phase transition
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SECTION
2. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
This thesis represents a study of the effects of dissipation and disorder in
systems undergoing quantum phase transitions. The existence of disorder can change
the order of a phase transition from first-order to continuous, and it can also modify
the critical behavior, resulting in a different universality class. Dissipation alone can
cause a finite-size (zero-dimensional) quantum system to undergo a transition. The
addition of dissipation to extended systems can change the universality class of the
phase transition. If disorder and dissipation exist simultaneously, stronger effects
can be expected. In some cases, these effects can destroy the phase transition by
smearing.
Dissipation and disorder play important roles for quantum phase transitions in
metallic systems. For example, an extremely thin nanowire made of MoGe undergoes
a quantum phase transition from a metallic to a superconducting state as a function
of its thickness. The disorder arises from random positions of the magnetic impurities
on the surface which are believed to destroy the superconducting order, and the dissi-
pation is caused by conduction electrons. In Sr1−xCaxRuO3, the sharp ferromagnetic
to paramagnetic quantum phase transition driven by the composition x is completely
destroyed by the dissipation due to conduction electrons and the disorder introduced
via the Ca substitution.
The first part of this thesis consists of a brief introduction into the field of
phase transitions, disorder, and percolation. The original research reported there-
after addressed three specific questions within the field of disordered quantum phase
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transitions. In paper I, we investigated the quantum critical behavior of a large-N
quantum rotor coupled to a subohmic bosonic bath. This model was solved ex-
actly. With increasing dissipation strength, the system undergoes a quantum phase
transition from a delocalized phase to a localized phase. The critical exponents of
the sub-Ohmic quantum rotor are identical to those of the one-dimensional classi-
cal Heisenberg chain with long-range interactions. Thus, the quantum-to-classical
mapping is valid for this model.
Paper II studied the influence of sub-Ohmic dissipation on randomly diluted
quantum Ising and rotor models. We found that the system undergoes a quantum
phase transition across the percolation threshold from an unusual super-paramagnetic
cluster phase to an inhomogeneous ferromagnetic phase as the dilution p increases.
We related our results to the smeared transition scenario for disordered quantum
phase transitions.
In the last paper, we used Monte-Carlo simulations to study the influences
of Ohmic dissipation on the random transverse-field Ising chain. We applied the
highly efficient cluster algorithm proposed by Luijten and Blo¨te to implement the
large-range interactions in time which stem from integrating out the modes of the
dissipative bath. Our results provide numerical evidence for the predictions of a
recent strong-disorder renormalization group theory. In particular, the simulations
confirm that the combined effects of disorder and dissipation lead to a destruction
of the sharp quantum phase transition by smearing. This happens because different
spatial regions can undergo the phase transition independently of the bulk system at
different values of the tuning parameter.
Our large-scale Monte Carlo simulation was performed for a one-dimensional
random transverse-field Ising model with Ohmic dissipation to study the smearing of
the phase transition. However, many applications of the smeared-transition scenario
are actually in two and three-dimensional systems. It is thus important to study what
changes in higher dimensions.
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Moreover, in our investigations of the quantum-to-classical mapping, we have
focused on systems without the Berry phase term in the action. This leads to the
important question of whether Berry phase effects might invalidate the quantum-to-
classical mapping. Answering these questions remains a task for the future.
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